BECAUSE THE PURSUIT OF doing good is NEVER DONE.
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Dear sisters,

Remember when the number “2020” brought to mind perfect vision and not an exceptionally challenging year? Although both of us are new to our roles as the Foundation’s leaders, we are not new to this exceptional sisterhood. Navigating the world and nation’s current state will take serious work, but we’re ready to embrace this challenge. The future of the Delta Gamma Foundation is crisp, clear and in focus.

A wise sister recently said: “When nothing is sure, everything is possible,” and we couldn’t agree more. Our sisterhood unites us and created opportunity to accomplish so much in 2019-2020. Your support enabled us to award over 400 merit-based scholarships and fellowships, as well as 69 Sisters Helping Sisters: Need-Based Scholarships. These awards recognize academic excellence and allow our sisters to focus on their academics without the burden of taking on additional loans or jobs.

Your gifts have also allowed us to grant over $800,000 to the Fraternity to provide outstanding training and programming for our members in the areas of social responsibility, well-being and leadership. Giving collegians tools to learn and grow through unique approaches that only Delta Gamma can offer is just one of the ways the Foundation is here for our sisters.

Through serving others, we’re able to learn the true meaning of philanthropy. Delta Gammas are known for providing hope to individuals in the blind and visually impaired community. This past year, your generosity allowed us to award more than $885,000 in Service for Sight grants to national and local organizations. Members also gave more than 117,000 service hours this past year, showing just how committed Delta Gammas are to helping others.

Your support of the Foundation reminds us that at all times, especially in times of trouble, you take the bonds of Delta Gamma to heart. We’re thrilled to have been chosen to lead the Foundation and invite you to continue your Delta Gamma journey with us. The Foundation’s work is more critical than ever because the pursuit of doing good is never done!

In the Bonds,

Ruth Grant Alsbrooks
Beta Psi-Alabama
Board of Trustees Chairman

Leslie Loop Martin
Gamma Rho-Wittenberg
Foundation Executive Director
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I am incredibly proud of my Delta Gamma journey, and it is one I love to share. I share the people I met, the chronological milestones and the pride I feel. Delta Gamma prompted me to take life more seriously, to identify and accomplish goals and be a confident woman in the workforce. It’s hard to describe the feeling when I am next to a sister at a wedding, looking at them through the same eyes as when I was 19, but having the joyous experience of learning how far they’ve come.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, both of my income sources were paused, leaving me worried how to move forward. As the reality of the pandemic set in, I felt strong knowing my community and I would somehow persevere. I began planning to ensure my circumstances did not worsen. Not having income is scary, but not knowing how to ask for help is even scarier.

I received an email from the Greater Kansas City alumnae chapter, reminding members of the Crisis Grant program. I initially dismissed the idea of applying, thinking there are many other sisters who could use that assistance and it should not be an option for me. But then I reconsidered.

It took a lot of courage to ask for assistance as I have remained financially independent for most of my adult life. I have maintained two jobs and have never been too proud to spend Saturday nights clearing tables and washing dishes. I realized if there was ever a time I would feel comfortable asking for assistance, it would be now. Furthermore, if there was ever a time I could turn to my Delta Gamma sisters, it would be now.

I applied for a Crisis Grant believing I was a good candidate: one who is deserving, but more importantly, one who believes in the good Delta Gamma can bring to sisters’ lives. I have helped many sisters along the way and am happy I was able to experience this type of reciprocity during an unknown time. This Crisis Grant is a blessing. It created a solid and consistent financial foundation and has given me confidence in moving forward. I enjoyed applying for this grant, as it represented how Delta Gamma will always be a pillar to lean on.

In the Bonds,

Kaitlin, Delta Zeta-Memphis

"IF THERE WAS EVER A TIME I COULD TURN TO MY DELTA GAMMA SISTERS, IT WOULD BE NOW."
**The Pursuit of Doing Good Is...**

**Sisters Helping Sisters**

Sisters Helping Sisters: Need-Based Scholarships provide tuition support for collegiate members in financial need, assisting them in completing their education. In the 2019-2020 fiscal year, the Foundation granted $2,500 scholarships to 69 deserving collegians from 46 chapters.

“This academic year, I had to pick up a fourth part-time job and it was really taking a toll on my academic performance and was always in the back of my mind being a stressor for me. Our adviser shared this scholarship opportunity and encouraged me to apply and it was such a great decision. Receiving this scholarship has helped with some of my financial burdens as an out-of-state student and having little to no family contribution. It has impacted me by helping me focus on my academics, allowing me to focus on my classes, and truly enjoy learning again. I have been able to get back to my regular work level and it has helped my physical and mental health as well. **Receiving this scholarship has really helped with my stress level and ability to focus in and outside of the classroom. I cannot say thank you enough.**”

— Mercedes Olson, Theta-Indiana

“The Delta Gamma Foundation generously supports current sisters and alumnae, so I was proactive in searching for scholarships due to my extra financial need this semester. **The Sisters Helping Sisters: Need-Based Scholarship has lifted a weight off my shoulders in college.** It has allowed me to focus more on my education and activities, which I am especially grateful for. The amount of support from the Delta Gamma Foundation and my chapter has been incredible and life-changing. Thank you for this amazing assistance!”

— Alea Rashid, Alpha Tau-Butler

“While going through recruitment, Delta Gamma showed the ways they can help me financially, especially through their fantastic scholarship programs. I was so inspired by the Foundation’s efforts that I decided to run for the position of director of scholarship. I decided to apply for the Sisters Helping Sisters: Need-Based Scholarship because it was very much needed in my household. If it weren’t for the encouragement of my sisters, this may not have been something I achieved. Receiving the Sisters Helping Sisters: Need-Based Scholarship has so greatly impacted my time in college. **Facing the financial difficulties brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, this scholarship has provided me with a great relief for the upcoming semester.** I will now be able to focus on my academics and further my education rather than the stressors brought by my tuition.”

— Kristen Ruzicka, Eta Nu-Hofstra
Meet Lawrence (LoLo)! Lawrence is a very smart and curious 4-year-old. He loves to explore how things work, and problem solve. He is full of joy and enjoys imaginary play, books, doing arts and crafts, and playing outside. Lawrence was adopted from China in May 2019. He has microphthalmia in his right eye resulting in no vision in that eye, and his left eye has impaired vision due to an abnormally shaped retina. But this doesn’t stop his learning! He has some good functional vision and uses it very well to explore his world. At CCVI, LoLo is in a small class with other students with visual impairments or multiple disabilities as well as “sighted peers.” During his school day he receives a lot of one-on-one interactions with his teacher, teacher aides, and therapists. Learning to use a white safety cane to help him safely navigate unfamiliar environments is important for LoLo to gain independence.

LoLo’s mom says: “CCVI has given Lawrence so much confidence and rich learning experiences. He has not only learned to feel safe and secure, but has also been challenged in learning new skills and academics. His teacher Ms. Michelle works with him on maximizing his functional vision throughout the day. She creates a safe and fun classroom community and challenges her students while also meeting them where they are. Knowing how happy he is during his days at school, and how much he is learning and growing, is invaluable. Seeing him meet his age-level potential with both a visual impairment and a background of international adoption is a priceless gift and CCVI definitely provided a place where he is truly loved and able to thrive! He loves going to school!”

Meet Tristan! This 3-year-old is smart, constantly learning new things, strong and caring. He loves to swim, plant flowers, and play with his toy school bus. At Tristan’s six-month check-up, his right eye was a bit lazy. It was then that an ophthalmologist diagnosed Tristan with nystagmus associated with albinism. Tristan uses glasses to improve his vision, and his play space is tilted and elevated. Tristan is also learning from his two older brothers!

Tristan’s mom says: “Every aspect of Tristan’s daily life has been improved by being a student at Children’s Center for the Visually Impaired (CCVI). The school has helped Tristan navigate depth perception, which was most helpful when he was learning to walk and eventually run. He learned the skills to keep up with his big brother and cousins and loved the swim classes they offer. CCVI has helped to relieve our concerns with his development. There were aspects of his vision that I hadn’t thought to address, and they have helped us help him by giving us play ideas and ways to help him further develop his skills. I am very thankful for CCVI and all they have done for Tristan and our family.”

**Favorite animal:** elephant  
**Favorite food:** yogurt with granola  
**Favorite color:** blue  
**Hero:** his daddy

**Meet LoLo!** Lawrence (LoLo) is a very smart and curious 4-year-old. He loves to explore how things work, and problem solve. He is full of joy and enjoys imaginary play, books, doing arts and crafts, and playing outside. Lawrence was adopted from China in May 2019. He has microphthalmia in his right eye resulting in no vision in that eye, and his left eye has impaired vision due to an abnormally shaped retina. But this doesn’t stop his learning! He has some good functional vision and uses it very well to explore his world. At CCVI, LoLo is in a small class with other students with visual impairments or multiple disabilities as well as “sighted peers.” During his school day he receives a lot of one-on-one interactions with his teacher, teacher aides, and therapists. Learning to use a white safety cane to help him safely navigate unfamiliar environments is important for LoLo to gain independence.

LoLo’s mom says: “CCVI has given Lawrence so much confidence and rich learning experiences. He has not only learned to feel safe and secure, but has also been challenged in learning new skills and academics. His teacher Ms. Michelle works with him on maximizing his functional vision throughout the day. She creates a safe and fun classroom community and challenges her students while also meeting them where they are. Knowing how happy he is during his days at school, and how much he is learning and growing, is invaluable. Seeing him meet his age-level potential with both a visual impairment and a background of international adoption is a priceless gift and CCVI definitely provided a place where he is truly loved and able to thrive! He loves going to school!”
Financial Overview

**TOTAL REVENUE**

FOR FISCAL YEAR 2020

$6,858,220

- **28%** | $1,902,671  
  Member gifts to Loyalty Fund
- **23%** | $1,563,496  
  Investment income
- **20%** | $1,386,083  
  Member gifts to other funds
- **19%** | $1,313,729  
  Collegiate chapters
- **3%** | $201,876  
  Family, friends and companies
- **3%** | $193,292  
  Alumnae groups
- **2%** | $132,679  
  Bequests
- **1%** | $88,844  
  Other income
- **1%** | $75,550  
  House corporations

**TOTAL EXPENSES**

FOR FISCAL YEAR 2020

$6,188,242

- **23%** | $1,427,391  
  Educational area grants to house corporations
- **19%** | $1,155,140  
  Fundraising
- **15%** | $916,810  
  Individual Member Support
- **13%** | $807,000  
  Foundation funded Fraternity Training and Programming
- **12%** | $773,950  
  Service for Sight: national grants & gifts directed by chapters/groups
- **11%** | $671,826  
  General & operating
- **5%** | $330,525  
  Building & asset maintenance
- **2%** | $105,600  
  Other Foundation programming, including Lectureships in Values and Ethics

---

Financial data for the Delta Gamma Foundation as of and for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020. Data presented is unaudited as of the date of publication.
Foundation by the Numbers

When we do good, the world does better! Gifts to the Foundation made a huge impact in the lives of our members and the blind and visually impaired community in 2019-2020. Thank you!

INDIVIDUAL DONORS
- 4,256 Alumnae donors
- 524 Collegiate donors
- 282 Non-Member donors

CHAPTERS AND GROUPS
- 147 Collegiate Chapter gifts totaling $1,321,049
- 82 Alumnae Group gifts totaling $193,392
- 15 House Corporation gifts totaling $75,450

TOTAL FUNDRAISING
$5,436,187

118,733 Service hours completed by collegians and alumnae

$776,714 Granted to national and local sight-related organizations through Service for Sight Grants and collegiate chapter and alumnae group gifts

$25,000 to each of the 5 Delta Gamma Schools for Children with Visual Impairments

Service for Sight

Individual Member Support
- 407 Merit-Based Scholarships totaling $624,373
- 23 Graduate Fellowships totaling $93,582
- 69 Sisters Helping Sisters: Need-Based Scholarships totaling $172,500
- 18 Crisis Grants totaling $36,210

Training & Programming
- 12 Fraternity programs funded by the Foundation
- 22 Foundation Lectureships in Values and Ethics

$807,000 Granted to the Fraternity for Training and Programming
THE PURSUIT OF DOING GOOD IS...

Thanking donors!

All gifts to the Delta Gamma Foundation advance our mission to foster lifelong enrichment for members, promote Service for Sight, and ensure the future of our sisterhood. The donors listed below and on the following pages are recognized for reaching a major Lifetime Giving Society with cumulative lifetime gifts of $5,000 or more. Thank you to all donors for your generous support.

The following members are recognized for reaching a major Lifetime Giving Society with cumulative lifetime gifts of $25,000 or more. They are also listed by chapter affiliation below and on the following pages.

**Visionary Society** | $100,000 or more
---
Carlene Moore Ellis, Delta Iota

**Champion Society** | $50,000-99,999
---
Patricia Pearson Peterson, Beta

**Leadership Society** | $25,000-49,999
---
Katharine Jenkins Davison, Gamma Theta
Loring Weaver Knott, Alpha Upsilon
Lynn S. Nichols, Omega

**Catherine Stuart Schmoker, Kappa**

**Inspiration Society** | $100,000-249,999
---
Carol McAlister Allen, Alpha Omega
Patricia Proctor Bradley, Beta Theta

**Martha A. Burger, Mu**

**Janet Staley Calhoon, Gamma Eta**

**Diana Hopkins Davilano, Alpha Upsilon**

**Margaret Ann Buttman Hageman, Kappa**

**Jan Anderson Hankins, Delta Omicron**

**Dinah Doty Hays, Gamma Mu**

**Suzanne Anderson Hoover, Gamma Iota**

**Jill Beckett Hopkins, Delta Iota**

**Susie Cromer Lamy, Mu**

**Betty Jennings Moon, Beta Psi**

**Linda Neubeck Omar, Beta Mu**

**Gina Alberts Peter, Omega**

**Jouline Rector, Epsilon**

**Christine Rocchio, Epsilon Chi**

**Jacquelyn Tranberg Schmid, Gamma Lambda**

**Julie Collum Sollberger, Alpha Upsilon**

**Empowerment Society** | $50,000-99,999
---
Kay deMange Allen, Alpha Psi

**Lucy Smith Barker, Mu**

**Marlene Yochern Berwanger, Epsilon**

**Ann Closup Bordelon, Alpha Omega**

**Donna Thompson Buchert, Mu**

**Julia Whitney Davison, Gamma Iota**

**Debra Ann Downward, Gamma Pi**

**Phyllis Powers Eller-Moffett, Eta Kappa**

**Jacquelyn Geving Everson, Alpha Theta**

**Nicole Vasta Field, Delta Eta**

**Sakurako Daniel Fisher, Upsilon**

**Dorothy Lynch Fisher, Upsilon**

**Doris Sonnie Flint, Gamma Kappa**

**Lisa Myers Goldman, Alpha Nu**

**Dorothy Langhofer Graham, Alpha Psi**

**Sharon Kniebke Hartshorn, Gamma Iota**

**Cathleen Burk Hedrick, Gamma Theta**

**Tara Maragas Hill, Epsilon**

**Kathleen Goral Hohbauer, Beta Upsilon**

**Paula Jennings Hoad, Alpha Psi**

**Kim Schmoker Hunnewell, Alpha Upsilon**

**Jeanne Jacobsen Meyer, Mu**

**Barbara Homola Kilburn, Alpha Tau**

**Susan Eddy Kinney, Beta Psi**

**Susan Meyer Kornegay, Eta**

**Susan Eddy Kinney, Beta Psi**

**Kim Schmoker Hunnewell, Alpha Upsilon**

**Kathleen Goral Hohbauer, Beta Upsilon**

**Jane Williams Simmons, Alpha Psi**

**Sheridan Strickland, Xi**

**Kathryn Chicone Ustler, Gamma Theta**

**Martha Stuart Varney, Alpha Psi**

**Jane Rybolt Whitehead, Alpha Rho**

**Carmen Creamer Whitman, Alpha Rho**

**Wilma Johnson Wilbanks, Alpha Psi**

**B.3. Bartlow Wilkins, Gamma Epislon**

**Paula Mallow Williams, Gamma Nu**

**Amy Carlson Wilson, Theta**

**Linda Whitaker Young, Gamma Iota**

**Sisterhood Society** | $25,000-49,999
---
Anne Hart Allen, Alpha Omega
Rona Lee Backstrom, Nu
Lucia Hadley Bailey, Phi
Judith Van Scoy Barnhart, Gamma Iota
Danette Jones Beck, Delta Iota
Mary Kristine Beckwith, Tau
Patricia Nyman Biggs, Beta Upsilon
Barbara Gerow Broyles, Alpha Sigma
Esther Beynon, Kappa
Elizabeth Fitzgerald Carlson, Beta Xi
Andra Kelsey Carpenter, Alpha Psi
Judith Brown Carroll, Alpha Psi
Keets Dowling Cassar, Beta
Sharon Swigt Cook, Beta Mu
Deborah Miller Crader, Mu
Louise Vaughan Cunningham, Alpha Psi
Cynthia Burroughs Cyclopedia, Mu
Janet Fowler Dargatz, PI
Mary Hunter Dobson, XI
Debra C. Duffy, Alpha Upsilon
Allana Kirk Enright, Alpha Nu
Deborah Byrd Etheridge, Alpha Psi
Susan Hall Farris, Alpha Upsilon
Dorothy West Farwell, Gamma Zeta
Joan Armbruster Fiala, Mu
Jane Barnes Ford, Alpha Psi
Marilyn Monroe Fordham, Nu
Jennifer Bott Fournier, Gamma Theta
Susan Elliott Funkhouser, Alpha Rho
Alexandra Haight Furr, Delta Rho
Mary Jean Gibson, Epsilon Mu
Susanne Steeg Godwin, Alpha Upsilon
Alison Gorman Greenberger, Alpha Psi
Katherine Juhi Griffiths, Beta Zeta
Martha Buhr Grimes, XI
Joan Whitley Grimes, Epsilon
Betty Plaggemier Guthrie, Alpha Rho
Kimberly Twinning Hannahan, Alpha Upsilon
Joanne Youngblood Harrah, Mu
Carol Fleenor Harris, Delta Iota
Dolores Freedman Hentschel, Mu
Marion Fisher Hill, Beta Iota
Patricia Hiller hill, Gamma Threta
Mary Mories Hille, Alpha Iota
Linda A. Hlatbrook, Delta Kappa
Linda Reich Hovde, Omega
Robena Kendrick Hussman, Alpha Psi
Elizabeth Ingram, Alpha Upsilon
Kathleen Jade Knebe, Delta Upsilon
Del Shay Kinger, Alpha Omega
Ann Winters Knaphede, Phi
Marybeth Kynerd, Delta PI
Mary Anne Roman Lachenmaier, Alpha PI
Nancy L. Langwith, Omega
Melanie Hays Leonard, Gamma Theta
Jane Richmond Lynn, Beta Sigma
Olivia Williams Manning, Alpha Psi
Jo Carol Martyn Cameron, Alpha Rho
Kimberly Tinning Hanahan, Alpha Upsilon
Jeanine Frazier Nieman, Alpha Upsilon
Shirley Ross Nixon, ETA

**Key**

*Rose Circle Society (2019-20 gifts)*
- $ = Cream Level $10,000 or more
- # = Blue Level $5,000-$9,999
- $ = Pink Level $2,500-$4,999
- = Bronze Level $1,000-$2,499
- = Rose Circle Society since 2004
- * = Founders Legacy Society
- italics = deceased

Vicki Vannoy Nixon, Gamma Xi

Carol Jones Nunally, Gamma Pi

Betty Kriegbaum Ober, Theta

Kimberly Smalz Ochsenschlager, Theta

Keary Elizabeth O’Connor, Zeta

Dixie Sage Oneacre, Gamma Rho

Debbie Jones Osborne, Gamma Xi

Denise Pendergrass Pardee, Gamma Xi

Rose Leonard Paris, Alpha Psi

Beth Page Pelzer, Gamma Theta

Joan Thompson Pendleton, Gamma Nu

Barbara Ann Albrecht Peret, Mu

Judith Kline Pickett, Gamma Mu

Jane Chadburn Powell, Beta Upsilon

Natalie Que-Vronsly, Zeta Epsilon

Patricia Siefel Reasner, Theta

Mary Susan Reisher, Beta Delta

Laurie Petrucce Roselle, Beta Iota

Avis Whitworth Saramacchi, Alpha Iota

Trudi Quinn Seiwald, Gamma Mu

Sheri Ann Senne, Alpha Theta

Suzanne Fournier Sexton, Gamma Zeta

Nancy Boughner Shaw, Alpha Upsilon

Jillie Wilhelm Spano, Gamma Xi

Katharine Moreton St. John, Delta Lambda

Patricia Newton Swearengen, Alpha Kappa

Maureen Sweeney Syring, Nu

Ronda B. Syring, Beta Rho

Marilyn Craigmiles Thomas, Mu

Nancy Copeland Tooley, Kappa

Kathy Toyoda, Gamma PI

Dana Holliday Traxler, Alpha Psi

Lisa Tung, Sigma

Margaret Hess Watkins, Alpha Xi

Carol Hilbert Welsch, Alpha Epsilon

Joyce Schafer Williamson, Gamma Eta

Cindy Earnest Wilson, Delta Lambda

Daylene Hogue Wood, Epsilon

Susan Montgomery Woodman, Gamma Theta

Deborah Hewitt Wynne, Beta Pi

Vicki Vannoy Nixon, Gamma Xi

Carol Jones Nunally, Gamma Pi

Betty Kriegbaum Ober, Theta

Kimberly Smalz Ochsenschlager, Theta

Keary Elizabeth O’Connor, Zeta

Dixie Sage Oneacre, Gamma Rho

Debbie Jones Osborne, Gamma Xi

Denise Pendergrass Pardee, Gamma Xi

Rose Leonard Paris, Alpha Psi

Beth Page Pelzer, Gamma Theta

Joan Thompson Pendleton, Gamma Nu

Barbara Ann Albrecht Peret, Mu

Judith Kline Pickett, Gamma Mu

Jane Chadburn Powell, Beta Upsilon

Natalie Que-Vronsly, Zeta Epsilon

Patricia Siefel Reasner, Theta

Mary Susan Reisher, Beta Delta

Laurie Petrucce Roselle, Beta Iota

Avis Whitworth Saramacchi, Alpha Iota

Trudi Quinn Seiwald, Gamma Mu

Sheri Ann Senne, Alpha Theta

Suzanne Fournier Sexton, Gamma Zeta

Nancy Boughner Shaw, Alpha Upsilon

Jillie Wilhelm Spano, Gamma Xi

Katharine Moreton St. John, Delta Lambda

Patricia Newton Swearengen, Alpha Kappa

Maureen Sweeney Syring, Nu

Ronda B. Syring, Beta Rho

Marilyn Craigmiles Thomas, Mu

Nancy Copeland Tooley, Kappa

Kathy Toyoda, Gamma PI

Dana Holliday Traxler, Alpha Psi

Lisa Tung, Sigma

Margaret Hess Watkins, Alpha Xi

Carol Hilbert Welsch, Alpha Epsilon

Joyce Schafer Williamson, Gamma Eta

Cindy Earnest Wilson, Delta Lambda

Daylene Hogue Wood, Epsilon

Susan Montgomery Woodman, Gamma Theta

Deborah Hewitt Wynne, Beta Pi
The following members, listed by chapter of affiliation, are recognized for reaching a major Lifetime Giving Society with cumulative lifetime gifts of $5,000 or more, joined the Rose Circle Society by gifting $1,000 or more between 7/1/2019 and 6/30/2020, and/or are members of the Founders Legacy Society (formerly Charter Group), having made a qualifying legacy gift.

### Beta-Washington
- Susan Sauder Asmundson
- Jenay Brown
- Roberta Congdon Campbell
- Keets Dowling Cassar
- Pamela Mitchell
- Mardi Dornfeld Durkin
- Linnea Beffa Egbert
- Carol Keyser Freeman
- Jeanine Hatch Griewank
- Mary Ellen Pigott Hughes
- Judith Scalzo Kolde
- Karol Ann Koon
- Penley Brown Leonard
- Patricia Pearson Peterson
- Jill Finch Richards
- Dawn Rosenberger Schaffer
- Kathryn Jurgense Soligion
- Sally Swanson Wright

### Gamma-UC Berkeley
- Maria Baron Cannon
- Patricia Previle Falconer
- Joan Workman Newman
- Adrienne Amsden
- Trudi Quinn Seivald

### Epsilon-Ohio State
- Diane Bero Beery
- Lori Kazmerzak Bentine
- Marlene Yochem Bervanger
- Diana McLaren Brechbuhler
- Karen Stout Cowan
- Marilyn Jordan Creager
- Karen Moe Schneider

### Theta-Indiana
- Laura Zump Barmore
- Molly Derr Byers
- Marcella Robinson Carlton
- Sharon Mulroy Casey
- Kathy Keppler Collins
- Virginia Alley Cozad
- Lois Nicholson Currie
- Jane Rudy Garrison
- Susan Reuthe Galant
- Rebecca Hollingsworth Geyer
- Ann Morrison Gortis
- Linda Musson Gupe
- Sally Rae Henderson
- Barbara Manley Morris
- Betty Kriegbaum Oberj
- Kimberly Schmatz Oehnschlag
- Nancy Browning Peterson
- Susan Pettijohn Pratt
- Sally Peterson Ravensberg
- Patricia Steffel Reaser
- Joan Kuder Rechter
- Nedra Keppen Sutter
- Barbara Turner Washburn
- Amy Carlson Wilson

### Kappa-Nebraska
- Esther Beynon
- Pat Green Callihan
- Susan Haag Carroll
- Heather Parkerson Carroll
- Nancy Peterson Davis
- Gloria Stephens Dinsdale
- Margaret Ann Bluttman Hageman
- Kelly Pollard Henderson
- Midge Van Pett Irvin
- Dee Haynie Norris
- Virginia Pope Peterson
- Kimberly Sutter Rath
- Catherine Stuart Schmoker
- Nancy Copeland Tooley

### Lambda-Minnesota
- Susan Anderson Abraham
- Sara Novak Deno
- Dr. Jo-Ida C. Hansen
- Hoang-Uyen Xuan Nguyen
- Karen Moe Schneider

### Mu-Missouri
- Lucy Smith Barker
- Lisa Snutrud Bricer
- Gownda Lampitt Bennett
- Jacqueline Leyes Bengquist
- Leah Grifye Bromley
- Donna Thompson Buchert
- Martha A. Burger
- Mary Jo Devine Carver
- Sharon Adair Cinelli
- Deborah Miller Crader
- Cynthia Burroughs Cycyota
- Faye Klaiber Daniels
- Virginia Alley Cozad
- Breda Trott Dierck
- Breda Trott Dierck
- Debra Tracy Dickson
- Mary Loebored
- Maureen Eddy Grinnell
- Patricia Hollocher Gibbs
- Joan Armbruster Fiala
- Debbie Seebold Evans
- Joan Armbruster Fiala
- Laura Jump Barmore
- Susan Souder Asmundson

### Nu-Illinois
- Rona Lee Backstrom
- Linda Shreve Cameron
- Marilyn Monroe Fordham
- Christine DeHaas Haener
- Lindsey Harris Hughes
- Mary McDonald Maloney
- Jo Anne M. O'Donnell
- Whitney Strong Popa
- Maureen Sweeney Syring
- Tiffany Syring
- Jennifer Troye Zeck

### Xi-Michigan
- Jean Gruffney Conrad
- Deborah Taber Crosby
- Mary Hunter Dobson
- Sharon Leslie Eastwood
- Mary Buhr Grimes
- Jennifer Lippert Ruhemann
- Sheridn Stickland
- Linda Burt Thuber
- Susan Smugger Whistle

### Omicron-Adelphi
- Barbara Graton Cavallo
- Electa Gifford
- Dianne Tisko Maloney
- Fran Oliveri Spence
- Doris Patterson White
- Karen Roper
- Libby Zinke

### Pi-Montana
- Karissa Reineke Cornell
- Mary Ann Cotter
- Janet Fowler Dartz
- Libby Zinke

### Rho-Syracuse
- Joann Sanderson Vogt
- Carol Galkin White
- Royal Pala Beulah
- Susan Nielsen Lies
- Marilyn Metz Spelegi
- Lisa J. Tung

### Sigma-Northwestern
- Judith Johansen Aldred
- Mary Prola Beulah
- Susan Nielsen Lies
- Marilyn Metz Spelegi
- Mary Anne Wilkinson

### Tau-Iowa
- Mary Kristine Beckwith

### Upsilon-Stanford
- Sakurako Daniel Fisher
- Claire McCormack Hazlett
- Eugenie Taylor

### Phi-Colorado
- Mary Jo A. Ashley
- Sandra McGuigan Butler
- Cathy Chung
- Suzanne DeRosay Henninger
- Annette Jackson Young

### Psi II-Goucher
- Libby Tatlow Ritchie
- Stacey Thompson Rogers
- Victoria Webb Sack
- Christy Conroy Yonz

### Chi-Cornell
- Jeanie Lee Grumley
- Marcia A. Lichtenizer
- Karen Roper
- Libby Zinke

### Omega-Wisconsin
- Neala Fredrickson Ellingson
- Nancy Schei Goldsmith
- Julia Fitzgibbons Hipp
- Charlene Breen Needles
- Jacklyn Audst Nelson
- Janey Jolie Beltz
- Myrita Parker Craig

---

**Key**

- Rose Circle Society (2019-20 gifts)
  - = Cream Level $10,000 or more
  - = Blue Level $5,000-$9,999
  - = Pink Level $2,500-$4,999
  - = Bronze Level $1,000-$2,499

- Lifetime Giving Society (cumulative gifts)
  - = Visionary Society $1,000,000 or more
  - = Champion Society $500,000-$999,999
  - = Leadership Society $250,000-$499,999
  - = Inspiration Society $100,000-$249,999
  - = Empowerment Society $50,000-$99,999
  - = Sisterhood Society $25,000-$49,999
  - = Hope Society $10,000-$24,999
  - = Friendship Society $5,000-$9,999

- = Rose Circle Society since 2004

---

*italics = deceased*
When we do good, the world does better. You do good with your gifts to the Foundation. You support members in times of need. You provide training and programming to collegians to support their social responsibility, health and well-being, and leadership skills. And you provide access and advocacy for those in the blind and visually impaired community through Service for Sight. You make the world better, and we are so grateful to accomplish so much together with you. Thank you for being part of our Do Good Sisterhood.
1873 Society

The following members are recognized for reaching the 1873 Society with lifetime gifts of $1,873 up to $4,999 based on giving through June 30, 2020. Deceased members are marked with italics.

**Beta-Washington**
Marjorie Barnard Barnum
Devon Fenton Briger
Nancy Houston Guthrie
Michael North Herring
Mary Joan Bloxom Hervy
Merrily Hatch Janzki
Kristin Jorgensen
Sandra Ogden Kachelin
Barbara Smith Mattison-Tonkin
Patricia Niesz McGuinn
Carol McKinstry
Linda Farrington Nordberg
Kathryn Jurgensen Soligon
Stacy Renee Spears
Gail Strandberg Terrell
Joan Duffy Watt
Deanna Russell Woodruff

**Gamma-UC Berkeley**
Kellie Johnson Abreu
Nancy Knight Christie
Mary Dell Fisher Clarke
Karen Nielsen Dowdell
Mary Lindskold Eisenlohr
Doris Strickland Collins
Judith Stephenson Brebach
Beth Ann Bergman
Iota-Illinois
Mary McDonald Meadows
Margo Lockwood McCombs
Mary McDonald Meadows
Barbara Manley Morris
Elizabeth Moore Pryma
Kathryn Steel Sangalis
Linda Gloss Warner
Kathleen Lewison Yost
Diane House Gordon
Lee Ann Mollee Hoover
Peyton R. Howell-Koren
Joanne Bell Kennedy
Karen Bickel Ludeke
Ann Ludwig Ludeke
Janet Johnston McCannon
Jane Johnston Perry
Virginia Peterson Siegle

**Kappa-Nebraska**
Sue Daniel Anderson
Kitty McDonald Beatty
Shirley Sidles Bowman
Susan Cooper Buch
Pat Green Calliham
Nancy Peterson Davis
Maggie McCracken Ellithorpe
Jennifer Dupas Faber
Barbara Dillman Jensen
Susan Folsom Krugerud
Kris Saalfeld Malkoski
Mary Katherine Nienemeier
Kimberly Sutter Rath
Sandra Lichtenberg Robinson
Judy Peterson Stokes
Sandra Whitmore
Sara Hubka Woodward

**Lambda-Minnesota**
Isabelle Barnhart Burchfield
Lois Nicholson Currie
Sarah Derr Ducker
Sally Ann Evans
Heather Daverio Feusner
Mary Ellen Fox Fine
Ima Sue Zehring Goebel
Ann Morrison Coris
Marjorie Weston Hicks
Susan DeHart Knight
Carolyn Mullikin Knight
Susan Salin McClain
Margo Lockwood McCombs
Mary McDonald Meadows
Elizabeth Moore Pryma
Lynn Halloran Reecer
Kathryn Steel Sangalis
Kate Thomas Sciorra, O.D.
Kathleen Herer Scull
Karen Knight Christie
Kellie Johnson Abreu
Gamma-UC Berkeley
Sara Hubka Woodward

**Theta-Indiana**
Isabelle Barnhart Burchfield
Lois Nicholson Currie
Sarah Derr Ducker
Sally Ann Evans
Heather Daverio Feusner
Mary Ellen Fox Fine
Ima Sue Zehring Goebel
Ann Morrison Coris
Marjorie Weston Hicks
Susan DeHart Knight
Carolyn Mullikin Knight
Susan Salin McClain
Margo Lockwood McCombs
Mary McDonald Meadows
Elizabeth Moore Pryma
Lynn Halloran Reecer
Kathryn Steel Sangalis
Kate Thomas Sciorra, O.D.
Patti Lange Steele
Ann Cravens Stuart
Margaret Turns Sutton
Susan Fox

**Eta-Akron**
Margie Crawford Childs
Nancy Tunnell Parker
Lisa A. Sanor
Jennifer Struglinski Trautmann

**Theta-Indiana**
Isabelle Barnhart Burchfield
Lois Nicholson Currie
Sarah Derr Ducker
Sally Ann Evans
Heather Daverio Feusner
Mary Ellen Fox Fine
Ima Sue Zehring Goebel
Ann Morrison Coris
Marjorie Weston Hicks
Susan DeHart Knight
Carolyn Mullikin Knight
Susan Salin McClain
Margo Lockwood McCombs
Mary McDonald Meadows
Elizabeth Moore Pryma
Lynn Halloran Reecer
Kathryn Steel Sangalis
Kate Thomas Sciorra, O.D.
Patti Lange Steele
Ann Cravens Stuart
Margaret Turns Sutton
Susan Fox

**Lambda-Minnesota**
Lynne B. Alexander
Isabelle Barnhart Burchfield
Lois Nicholson Currie
Sarah Derr Ducker
Sally Ann Evans
Heather Daverio Feusner
Mary Ellen Fox Fine
Ima Sue Zehring Goebel
Ann Morrison Coris
Marjorie Weston Hicks
Susan DeHart Knight
Carolyn Mullikin Knight
Susan Salin McClain
Margo Lockwood McCombs
Mary McDonald Meadows
Elizabeth Moore Pryma
Lynn Halloran Reecer
Kathryn Steel Sangalis
Kate Thomas Sciorra, O.D.
Patti Lange Steele
Ann Cravens Stuart
Margaret Turns Sutton
Susan Fox

**Mu-Missouri**
Miriam Reed Archibald
Monica Brandt Bates
Gretchen Ness Brewer
Joan Cline Brown
Becky Janner Casey
Mary Kay Laughlin Chapel
B.J. Shull Culver
Robin Wright Davison
Ann King Dickinson
Karen Lucht Henderson
Ann Marie Knoll
Ann Schlubats Lindquist
Betty Mares Lynch
Marie Brumley Nisbet
Pam Watts Parrish
Patricia McDonald Pendergast
Ann Hibbard Redding
Anne Martin Robinson
Linda Burt Thurbur

**Nu-IIdaho**
Renee Arp Bergquist
Kari Cline Brown
Jean Monroe Cerar
Rebecca Carter Cortabatrice
Karen Jones Cowden
Laurel Simmons Fritz
Lori Curtis Lacassagne
Diana Burns Lyon
Willia Pace McLaughlin
Whitney Strong Popa
Pat Green Calliham
Nancy Peterson Davis
Maggie McCracken Ellithorpe
Jennifer Dupas Faber
Barbara Dillman Jensen
Susan Folsom Krugerud
Kris Saalfeld Malkoski
Mary Katherine Nienemeier
Kimberly Sutter Rath
Sandra Lichtenberg Robinson
Judy Peterson Stokes
Sandra Whitmore
Sara Hubka Woodward

**Xi-Michigan**
Joyce Allen
Linda DuRoss Becher
Karin Allen Cusine
Karen Lucht Henderson
Ann Marie Knoll
Ann Schlubats Lindquist
Betty Mares Lynch
Marie Brumley Nisbet
Pam Watts Parrish
Patricia McDonald Pendergast
Ann Hibbard Redding
Anne Martin Robinson
Linda Burt Thurbur

**Pi-Adelphi**
Carolyn Vecchio Byrne
Jane Massaro Casement
Barbara Gratson Cavallo
Janet Allen Dippell
Angela Maestri Jaggar
Elizabeth Levin Maher
Grace Kolson Nealy
Fran Oliveri Spence

**Pi-Montana**
Jeanne Matthews Bender
Karissa Reinke Cornell
Mildred Mendel Mansfield
Colleen Louise McGuire
Michele Leary Moonan
Dorothy Ann Orr
Julia Chase Plunkett

**Omicron-Oklahoma**
Betty Whitford Atkinson
Jan Kilgore Avery
Deborah Binkler Baymiller
Josephine Hoyt Bero
Julie Stone Berry
Karen Stout Cowan
Julie Crowe Fair
Cynthia Cohagen
Julie Crowe Fair
Nancy Houston Guthrie
Michael North Herring
Mary Joan Bloxom Hervy
Merrily Hatch Janzki
Kristin Jorgensen
Sandra Ogden Kachelin
Barbara Smith Mattison-Tonkin
Patricia Niesz McGuinn
Carol McKinstry
Linda Farrington Nordberg
Kathryn Jurgensen Soligon
Stacy Renee Spears
Gail Strandberg Terrell
Joan Duffy Watt
Deanna Russell Woodruff

**Epsilon-Ohio State**
Angel Merriken Ambler
Joyce Allen
Linda DuRoss Becher
Karin Allen Cusine
Karen Lucht Henderson
Ann Marie Knoll
Ann Schlubats Lindquist
Betty Mares Lynch
Marie Brumley Nisbet
Pam Watts Parrish
Patricia McDonald Pendergast
Ann Hibbard Redding
Anne Martin Robinson
Linda Burt Thurbur

**Omega-Oregon**
Carolyn Vecchio Byrne
Jane Massaro Casement
Barbara Gratson Cavallo
Janet Allen Dippell
Angela Maestri Jaggar
Elizabeth Levin Maher
Grace Kolson Nealy
Fran Oliveri Spence

**Pi-Montana**
Jeanne Matthews Bender
Karissa Reinke Cornell
Mildred Mendel Mansfield
Colleen Louise McGuire
Michele Leary Moonan
Dorothy Ann Orr
Julia Chase Plunkett
Alpha Sigma-UCLA
Gretchen Maschmeyer Albrecht
Robin Case Armstrong
Sharlene Shipman Baker
Barbara Blaine Beckner
Linda Jobe Bjurstrom
Carol Culberson Dalton
Lynne Larsen Danco
Patricia A. Delaney
Ann Straubinger DeWolfe
Audrey Rogers Haas
Joan Lilla Heil-Brice
Ragna Olauosen Henrichs
Mahlon Wilkinson Lawton
Luanne Lyen Leonard
Carol Jean Martin Lindstrom
Susan Pickett Makris
Shirley Porter McCinty
Pamela A. Miller
Lynne Bosley Mingori
Melissa Cox Pennington
Marjory Johnson Prewoznik
Susan Randall Sherman
Caren Joy Siehl
Barbara Matthey Sullivan
Kristen Wirtz Wilson

Alpha Tau-Butler
Betsy K. Bly
Barb Nussa Boersma
Dorothy Stonestreet Dickenson
Kelly Jo Frye
Rita Taylor Hap
Joanna Willis Hebermehl
Lisa Berghoff Kemper
Rebecca Booher Kilgore
Caryl Martin Lawson
Ginger Snyder Lippert
Nancy Custer Paff
Liz Allen Richmond
Margaret Mary Shaughnessy
Wanda Palino Sieglitz
Carol Ash SLAGER
Margaret Sigler Sommer
Nancy J. Thomas
Patricia Shute Wachel

Alpha Upsilon-Southern Methodist
Ashley Ann Aleman
Nancy Barber
Mary Morris Baldin
Patricia Lawshe Barton
Barbara Lunsford Bernard
Susan Mcintyre Bradford
Adele Hunter Brellenthin
Carla Pollard Bremer
Elaine Sheppard Broermann
Camille Cooper Brotze
Jean Van Tassel Brown
Melissa Ann Childs
Kara Shamblin Churchill
Nancy Brandau Cleveland
Lauren Corr
Lawly Burns Cracken
Kristin Born Crawford
Kathleen A. Crombie
Mattie Abigail Eiland
Susan Pierce Ernst
Jacki Lee Smart Evans
Eugenio Watkins Farrow
Dorothy Jackson Garland
Catherine Davis Gillespie
Rita Hill Gordon
Hilary Harley
Deborah Brown Harral
Amy Taylor Haun
Sharon Jobe Hegi
Karen Trowbridge Heldt
Mary Palmer Heller
Bonnie Crane Hellums
Lindsay Elger Hobbs
Susan King Hurd
Lauren Nicole Inman
Ann Herman Johnson
Betty Anderson Kent
Kathryn Killeen
Gail Bringardner Knapp
Fredrika Amstler Lewis
Kay Portman Lutes
Elizabeth Ludwig Madden
Christine Flynn McGovern
Mary List McKellar
Jennifer Threadgill Mills
Christine Erikson Moore
Nancy Brock Motlone
Cynthia Saunders Murray
Betty Preenfield Nicolle
Patricia R. Parker
Janet Honey Perkins
Jeanne Brown Phillips
Lisa Pretecrum
Judith Sachitano Rawls
Linda Shoevlin Riorian
Sarah Irions Roby
Dallas Wall Rust
Amy Fleming Sample
Betty Bartz Schnake
Rebecca Ann Sherman
Maria Cuellar Sikkel
Amy Swanson Sillian
Lolita Cuellar Sims
Abbygail Sly
Patricia Ferrall Smith
Keely Eileen Smith
Cynthia Bambeck Smith
Jane Little Stadelman
Tracey Thomas Stewart
Stacy Suberg
Virginia Russell Taylor
Patricia LaBranche Terrazas
Monica Mason Thuet
Jennifer Clark Tobin
Barbara Beattie Turner
Katherine Kinder Vidal
Katherine Rogers Wonderbaar
Tricia Threadgill Wentztrek
Lisa Briggs Whorton
Sandra Smith Williams
Boni Boulwitt Winstel
Margaret Volk Wood

Alpha Chi-Penn State
Mary Schneltermann Dietrich
Ann Russell Graham
Judith Hartman Hubert-Galbraith
Alison Rogers Leonard
Heather Milligan Mihalic
Janet Lewis Moyer
Judy Colbeck Roberts
Linda Bertram Selwood

Alpha Phi-Mississippi
Julie Howell Addison
Lynne Sasser Adoue
Sarah Wells Armstrong
Joyce McClure Arnold
Bettey Bennett Barkley
Claire Morris Boley
Deborah Bush Bradbury
Judith Lynn Bradley
Ginger Hill Brown
Judith A. Bullard
Whitney Waitem Burn
Lori Purcell Burwell
Melissa Price Callero
Susan Campbell-Wann

Alpha Omega-Arkansas
Toby Martin Booth
Hollee Cheek Casey
Lucy Hawken Cloud
Ann Manning Cunningham
Sara Simmons Davidson
Judy Carrington Davis
Margaret Carlin Davis
Betty Slade DeRosette
Jo Ann Stuart Duke
Barbara Harmon Duke
Elizabeth Irene Ferguson
Carol Scarbrough Fields
Margaret Houston Fye
Carolyn Dillard Gerity
Emily Michelle Elizabeth Glynn
Madelyn Eloise Gray
Lexanne Arnold Guffin
Emily Aldridge Hahn
Barbara K. Hammond
Lucy Wallace Harkey
Lou Anne Williams Harper
Missey Beasley Hayes
Patti Harbin Hernandez
Abbie Beeson Hinton
Susan Stegall Holley
Elizabeth C. Howard
Sally Hird Hughes
Perrin Shumake Hunter
Katrina Bailey Johnston
Emily Fletcher Jones
Elizabeth Ford Jones
Jan Wallace King
Nan Buford Kipp
Vicki Berry Kitchens
Kathryn Carr Koury
Tanya Miller Loden
Frances Palmer Long
Enley Reynolds Long
Amanda Weaver Long
Maryanna Lewis Malone
Virginia Powell Marlar
Allison Jordan McCord
Ashley Nance McClellan
Cindy Puls Meals
Susan Neely Morris
April Canup Pittman
Catherine Hardin Powell
Jamie Shannon Provence
Kaki Kitchens Pulliam
Elizabeth Johnson Randall
Anita Ruth Rидgway
Patricia Canty Robbins
Donna Hill Ross
Sydney Johnston Ruble
Amy Edwards Rust
Jamie Dupuy Safigan
Susan Carter Samson
Robbie Sims Schuchard
Carol Waldrop Shirley
Caroline Wicker Sims
Georgette Seale Smith
Jeannie Burrow Stadler
Paula Laird Stubbins
Kathleen Smith Sullivan
Jan Gale Tatum
Clair Hairston Taylor
Paulette Nicholson Trenary
Demoneque Turninello-Baker
Barbara Jim Brown Turner
Malaysie McElwain Webb
Christina Waycaster West
Pat Tynan White
Leigh King White
Miriam Ellis Whitney
Martha Peery Williston
Leigh Ann Wills
Pamela Ward Wohnar
Crystal Ausburn Young

Beta Eta-Alabama
Penny Wright Fenwick
Betty Gourley
Aleksandra Sasha Krstic

Beta Gamma-Utah
Margie Wendelboe Kinslow
Kathryn Hubert Penske
Penelope Sampinos
Gale Zakovich Taylor

Beta Delta-Colorado College
Lynda Rood Adams
Elizabeth Anne Bouis
Shanna Williams Jafari
Melissa Evans Lovejoy
Jennifer Love Meyer
Paige L. Neifert
Jane Kucsera Thompson

Beta Epsilon-American
Camille Argento Baroni
Megan A. Beste
Allison Pyeritz Colaco
Debra VeyVoda Hamilton
Kimberly Anne Horn
Mary Anne Nelson Lamparter
Jill Nickerson MacDonald
Jill Cook Malick
Marcia Eddy Moritz
Anne Lovelett Stopped
Dr. Linda Ann Walker
Beverly Bland Watkins

Beta Zeta-Deenison
Carol Swisher Bigelow
Leilani Lattin Duke
Kathryn Ackles Kingsbury
Melanie Higgins Lucas
Harriet Moore Manning
Louise Koehl Monson
Carole Sue Stevens

Beta Eta-Texas
Barbara Balfanz Albritton
Linda Vaughan Ayres
Kim Colvin Bohonoky
Jane Neill Cooper
Stephanie Faubion
Patricia Hurley Harris
Susan Robnett Holder
Patsy Ludwig Jenkins
Sondra Rees Johnson
Cynthia Thomas Mizelle
Nancy Thrift Murdock
Suzanne Wiseman Nelson
Anne Thompson Peck
Brendy Turner Pevehouse
Nancy Pugsley
Carol Stubblefield Rowley
Susan Brown Swint
Deidre Lyons Vedder

Beta Theta-Duke
Chelsea Chessen
Susan Skiles Goode
Catherine Coursen Gordon

Constance Kemp Bosworth
Jane Dunlap Christenson
Celia Martin Fenley
Gail Lea Hines
Christy D. Jones
Jeanne Kurtz Manning
Leonna Moreland Quinn
Kay Brown Richard
Jacqueline Smith Stewart
Gail Niesen Taliaferro
Cylvia Markley Toy
Barbara Wahl Heideman
Barbara Meyers Kohl
Charlene M. Loepre
Tracy Musial McDowell
Rachel M. Morr
Carol Mullqueeney Sudhoff
Georgene Jakobsky Tozzi
Diane Laughlin Tulip
Susanne Whistler Wertz

Barbara Baldwin Aldridge
Colleen Baker-Hutter
Peggy Deisig Bransdorfer
Melinda Conway Callahan
Denise Belding Cummings
Patricia Clever Durlait
Marsha Willbee Erickson
Cindy Hill Geltz
Christie Lupia Gescheider
Claire Stenhejm Hopkins
Kathleen Ryan Johnston
Karen Tompsett Johnston
Sharan Stewart Lamka
Lois Odle Lee
Vernice Moody Northrup
Christianne Carman Pickett
Mary Hobart Reidingr
Marilou Mausteller Righini
Jane Bingham Schldge
Heather McCurk Wincel
Anneliese Funk Wood

Virginia Keats Ball
Rowena Peroff Blaisdell
Kelli Jane Crammack
Sandra Schuerman Doerksen
Jane Pollock Spalding
Miriam Day Wicks

Virginia Blackwell Barton
Peggy Skogen Cooney
Rachel Stack-Dunne Foster
Elizabeth (Betty) Robinson Frain
Karen Dixon Fuller
Jeri Freeman Gray
Kelly McLaughlin Kennedy
Virginia Ford Powell
Erica Ryatt
Jane Neuenschwander Swift

Susan Gagner Boyle
Barbara Whipp Covey
Tara Elizabeth Potter
Luly Reinhardt
Tracey Dooling Williams

Joan Frymark Evans
Peggy Ott Law
Joan McCabe
Sue Chandall Nichols
Alessandra Roe
Jill Weber Svahn

G. Anne Windedahl Anderson
Pamela Armpriest Anunsen
Carole Ware Bailey
Darlene Grexton Balmer
Jocene Ott Barton
Leslie Mihata Bloom
Annette Davidson Breeze
Ruth Burger Burlingham
Georgene Dishman Cohan
Kathleen Fahanl Dewalt
Janet Cleary Edwards
Lynda Finley Eldridge
Alix Sprecher Fredrickson
Janice Graden Gilmour
Stacy Montgomery Haugen
Carla Fletcher Jochim
Nancy Morris Keenan
Trina L. Larson
Nancy Carter Lennstrom
Laurie McCallister Luecker
Kathy Standring Martin
Cindy Perkins Mueller
Linda Wilson Panowicz
Margaret Marthaller Paul
Mindy Bergan Pharris
Susan Wilson Poorman
Peggy Nance Privatsky
Jill Finch Richards
Molly Susan Ringo
Kristine Armstrong Schaefer
Judith Ware Scott
Diana Schweitzer Scott
Jodi Brooks Smith
Annette Neville Teal
Carolyn Jefferts Tomayko
Cynthia Bartu Turnure
Victoria Van Vliet Vaietunas
LeAnn Johnson Wells

Emma May Bruce Goddard

True McKenny Anderson
Patricia Whedon James
Barbara Ford Lentz
Lisa Griffin McGill
Barbara Dahl Struck
Ruth Carter Thomas
Sally Campbell Thomas

Alyce Harris Carlisle
Rita Kinney DiBella
Mary Kendall Dunn
Sarah Louise Kendall Dunn
Elizabeth James Earnest
Jan Forrester Ellison
Betty Smith Hamiter
Elizabeth Wells Hunt
Mary R. McKay
Kennon Spree Moffitt
Ruth Ruehl
Mary Hicks Schery
Elizabeth Hurr Springer
Cathy Duncan Wahl
Jamie Jones Watford
Christine Murray Young

Linda Hravin Andrew
Carolee Ann Neill Armfield
Joann Chidiac Barber
Elizabeth Barneccut Barrett
Cynthia Scott Benzel
Jennifer Bargelt Biesner
Nancy Nugent Bush
Christine Miltior Carey
Linda Klebaum Chaplin
Nancy Thomas Ellison

Freda Lee Billings
Katherine Morrow Bryan
Tara Kelly Bryan
Deborah Smith Driscoll
Elizabeth Stigall Edmunds
Catherine LaPlace Hurston
Margaret Wallace Jones
Anne Caldwell LaGerde
Rebecca Lemoine
Judy Brundege Mayer
Kelly Anne Rafferty
Margaret Dolbear Reppert
Anne Griffis Spyker
Janet Bergeron Vidrine
Roxane Sims Voorhes
Ann Matthews Wallace

Sarah Page Baren
Barbara Bosco Biafore
Patricia Skow Craine
Denise Toribio Upton

Delta Lambda-Mississippi State
Susan Curtis Harrison
Missy Eichelberger Helton
Terri Jennings Katz
Frances Lucas
Susan Brooks McCombs
Lucy Purnell Nash
Luann Green Purnell
Kathryn Biglane Taylor
Margaret Hegman Williams

Delta Mu-Florida Atlantic
Kitty Peed Pike

Delta Nu-Northern Illinois
Lyn Ann Haars
Michelle Fellen Hughes
Laura Ann Jones

Delta Xi-Ball State
Becky Brown
Catherine Maxeiner Demmitt
Suzanne Story Pugh

Delta Muicron-Morehead State
Marilyn Dygus Aitken
Colleen Otten Brinkman
Diana Feldman-Smith
Carlana Faidley Massie
Nancy Joseph O’Neill
Donna Tatman Reed

Delta Pi-Southern Mississippi
Susan Raley Anderson
Patti Bankston-Futrell
Rebecca Kenny Crum
Mittie Nimocks Den Herder
Monica Abney Duhon

Delta Phi-UC Irvine
Ardee Jamin Jagt
Ellen Axworthy Lapointe
Sonia Archer Lister

Delta Chi-UC Davis
Annie Sofie Bakstad
Lauren Rohde Hudson
Dana Jones Mitchell
Barbara Hurley Silva

Delta Psi-Baylor
Reda Wallace Eubank
Chris Jones Hill
Ruth Lester Hughes-Deaton
Janet Klabzuba Stevens
Janet Frick Temaat

Delta Omega-William Woods
Gina Perna
Kathryn Ann Ude

Epsilon Alpha-Union
Jessica Lowenstein Leif

Epsilon Beta-Bucknell
Christine Lupi
Gail Springer Shook

Epsilon Gamma-Virginia
Amy Bowler Harris
Kate Harris Hatcher
Caryn Perrelli Trivett
Sandra Lineberger Wolk

Epsilon Delta-Washington and Jefferson
Suzanne VanNess Caccamese
Melissa Hoffman Damiano
Deborah Cowden Miller
Liese Kasparek Vito

Epsilon Zeta-Loyola Marymount
Mary Elizabeth Bairstow
Kimberly Jean Desrosiers
Mary Moss Tope

Epsilon Psi-Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Margaret DiDonato Reagan

Epsilon Theta-Indiana State
Shannon Brown Calahan

Epsilon Iota-UC San Diego
Danielle L. Yates

Epsilon Mu-William and Mary
Margaret Carrell Harris
Laura Marie O’Brien
Sandra Potratz Thompson
Patricia Dawn Underwood-Jelf

Epsilon Mu-Connecticut
Michele Stebbins Balady
Amy D. Ballot
Laura Ducret Botoff
Cheryl Howley Heller
Donna Virzi Sennott

Epsilon Omega-Florida
Debbie Wieczorek Balaschak
Cyndy Varoli Ferguson
Angela Gian-Cursio
Jennifer M. Hall
Catherine Traffanstedt

Epsilon Chi-South Carolina
Meredith Lord Bailey
Elizabeth Walters Brown
Laura Willenborg Herrell
Carolee Ettington Moore
Stacie Honeycutt Ross

Epsilon Psi-Rutgers
Vanessa Milara Alzate
Stephanie J. Cummings-Becker
Susan Jean Kucera

Epsilon Omega-Louisiana Tech
Jennifer Webb Besing
Amy Gewin Littleton
Laura Sandberg

Zeta Alpha Georgia Tech
Judy Robinson Arnold
Susan Sujansky Cardenas
Jennifer Smith Mehr
Christine Faistl Quisenberry

Zeta Gamma-Richmond
Dawn Bethea Darr

Zeta Sigma-Auburn
Karen K. Caudle
Susan Morgan DeCarrera
Melissa A. Love-Greenfield
Cynthia Wright Smith

Zeta Upsilon-Furman
Jayda Biddix Justus
Kimberly Petillo-Decossard

Zeta Xi-UAB
Krista Paseur Wilhite

Zeta Kappa-Arkansas State
Lorraine Krupa Gershsman
Li-Su Huang Javedan

Zeta Chi-Chicago
Emilee Catherine Lales

Zeta Eta-Georgia Southern
Tricia Chamberlin Grogan
Irene Werner Reed
Sharon Richter Rosas

Zeta Eta-Southern Illinois
Rebecca Leigh Alsip

Zeta Zeta-Georgia State
Kate Maxwell Koegel
Service for Sight Grant Recipients

In 2019-2020, 63 Service for Sight grants totaling $484,000 were awarded to national organizations that share our philanthropic mission of sight conservation and to support the blind and visually impaired community, including the five Delta Gamma Schools for Children with Visual Impairments (marked with the apple icon).

A portion of the Service for Sight grants are funded by:
- Alpha Epsilon-Washington University
- Alpha Nu-USC
- Beta Eta-Texas
- Betty Lee McFeely Carlson Memorial Fund, Epsilon-Ohio State
- Dorothy V. Manock Memorial Fund, Iota-Illinois
- Edna Quest Adams Fund, Omega-Wisconsin
- Elisabeth Ford Siebert Memorial Fund - Service for Sight, Beta Iota-Purdue
- Elizabeth Ernst Fosbinder Memorial Fund, Omega-Wisconsin
- Evelyn R. Erickson Memorial Fund, Gamma Lambda-Cal State, Fresno
- Helen Dunbar Lucas Memorial Fund, Alpha Pi-Arizona
- John and Mildred Wells Ludlum Charitable Trust, Chi-Cornell
- Mary Ann Lummis Bowyer Memorial Fund, Beta Zeta-Denison
- Mildred Moyer Baynard Charitable Trust, Kappa-Nebraska
- Robert and Anita Flori Charitable Fund, in memory of his wife Anita Heinrichsmeyer Flori, Alpha Epsilon-Washington University
- Sarah Wentzel Hubler Memorial Fund, Alpha Chi-Penn State
- Trudy Knorr MacGregor Memorial Fund for SFS, Gamma Sigma-Houston
- Virginia Shewalter Roberts Memorial Fund, Theta-Indiana

To support a two-year preschool program for children ages 3 to 5 who are blind or visually impaired.

Audio Reader
- $2,000
- To provide funding for 24/7 satellite service to broadcast audio reader programming.

Blind Children's Center
- $25,000
- To support the Blind Children's Center's preschool through second grade literacy program, enabling students to acquire the critical skills they need to acquire knowledge, express ideas, and make sense of their experiences.

Blinded Veterans Association
- $5,000
- To provide support to 6 blinded veterans, composed of a co-ed team, who will hike over 30 miles of the North Georgia Appalachian Trail to foster fellowship, esprit de corps, team work, and accomplish challenges of hiking in the wilderness.

Blind Institute of Technology
- $5,000
- To help educate corporations about the benefits of training individuals who are blind or visually impaired.

Braille Institute of America
- $5,000
- To support the Braille Challenge, a braille competition among young people who are blind or visually impaired.

Bright Focus Foundation
- $10,500
- To support the Bright Focus Chats monthly teleconference series, which inform and empower those living with visual impairments.

Canadian National Institute for the Blind (CNIB)
- $7,500
- To help support Learning Academy, a virtual program for youth between the ages of 16 and 21 who are blind or visually impaired who are completing their final two years of high school.

Children's Center for the Visually Impaired
- $25,000
- To support expenses of services offered to children who are visually impaired.

Children's Hospital Colorado Foundation
- $11,000
- To help underwrite a research project, “The Impact of Nystagmus on Children” seen by Pediatric Ophthalmologists at Children’s
Hospital Colorado.

**Computers for the Blind**
$5,000
To provide accessible computers to youth who are blind or visually impaired to own and use in their homes.

$5,000
To cover the cost to refurbish 40 low and reduced cost fully accessible computers that include a typing tutorial and accessible software to veterans, active military personnel/veterans, or their spouses who are visually impaired.

**Clovernook Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired**
$9,500
To help fund an Arts & Accessibility Initiative, which includes Braille, audio, and tactile materials that describe works of art, thus enriching many in the community who may have low vision or are blind.

**Delta Gamma Center for Children with Visual impairments**
$25,000
To help cover expenses for services offered to children who are visually impaired.

**Envisioning Youth Empowerment Retreat-(Governor Morehead School for the Blind)**
$1,500
To sponsor the EYE Retreat, a week long summer camp that aims to prepare high school students with visual impairments for college life through peer mentoring.

**Erik Weihenmayer Reach Foundation**
$5,000
To support a scholarship for three people to attend the “No Barriers” Summit, an annual event that includes over 40 adaptive activities, speakers, and a showcase of innovative technologies and products that are shattering conventions.

**Extreme Mobility Camps, Inc**
$5,000
To help sponsor the 2020 Winter XMO Games (which include downhill skiing, snowmobiling, nordic skiing, and other events) and the Summer XMO West Coast Games (which include skiing, wake-boarding, tubing, and other sports).

**Fidelco Guide Dog Foundation**
$5,000
To provide follow-up services to seven guide dog clients, including those who may be veterans.

**Foundation Fighting Blindness**
$9,000
To offset expenses related to public health education initiatives such as the production and distribution of newsletters, printed materials, and outside services.

**Foundation for Blind Children**
$25,000
To help with expenses for the Early Intervention program including supplies and staff training/development.

**Freedom Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc**
$6,500
To support costs associated with hometown training and placement of guide dogs with applicants.

**Gallant Hearts**
$6,000
To cover puppy-raising expenses for the first year and to provide assistance for two Delta Gamma University of Mississippi chapter members to raise two puppies for the Center.

**Glaucoma Research Foundation**
$10,000
To sponsor one issue of the Gleams newsletter.

**Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc**
$6,000
To support the Orientation and Mobility Immersion Program, which provides blind and visually impaired individuals with the training in orientation and mobility skills necessary to be successful working and living with a guide dog.

**Guide Dog Foundation for the Blind**
$6,000
To cover costs associated with breeding and training of dogs, student and graduate services, and public relations.

**Guide Dogs of America/International Guiding Eyes**
$3,000
To help cover costs to purchase a custom-made tactile map that incorporates Braille, large print, high-contrast displays and easy-to-read tactile-visual symbols.

**Hadley Institute for Blind and Visually Impaired**
$4,500
To help pay for computers and mobile phones in order to develop and revise instructional and assistive technology for Google, Apple, and Microsoft products for individuals who are blind or visually impaired.

**Impact America**
$7,500
To help underwrite FocusFirst, a high-tech vision screening initiative that provides free vision screenings to preschool-age children in Head Starts, Pre-Ks, and lower-income daycares in several states.

**International WAGR Syndrome Association**
$5,000
To help cover costs for the WAGR Weekend 2020 Conference: “Education, Research, Support.” Funds will help pay for pivoting conference to a virtual format, including tech and video support.

**Joint Commission for Allied Health in Ophthalmology**
$4,500
To offset the cost to create, promote and present two free webinars for continuing educational training and credit for ophthalmic technicians covering Women’s Health Issues and Impact on Women’s Eye Health.

**Lakeshore Foundation**
$6,000
To help support Visually Impaired Programs at Lakeshore.

**Learning Ally, Inc**
$5,500
To provide partial funding for the College Success Program for students who are blind or visually impaired and to further develop the mentoring program through virtual and in-person training opportunities.

**LightHouse for the Blind and Visually Impaired**
$10,000
To help fund Enchanted Hills Camp virtual campfire events, a summer camp for campers who are blind or visually impaired and their families, and make improvements to camp facilities.

**Lighthhouse Guild International**
$1,500
To help underwrite the Lighthouse Guild National Telesupport Program which provides information, support, and resources to parents of children 0-21 who are blind or visually impaired who are unable to attend meetings.

**MAB Community Services - Massachusetts Association for the Blind and Visually Impaired**  
$7,500  
To sponsor Team With a Vision and United in Stride, including events at the Boston Marathon.

**MIRA Foundation**  
$3,000  
To help fund one child to attend Guide Dog School.

**National Beep Baseball Association**  
$10,750  
To help fund the national Beep Baseball World Series by providing lodging stipends for volunteer umpires and officials. Because the event is not being held this year because of the coronavirus, funds will be applied in 2021.

**National Braille Press**  
$5,000  
To offset costs of the ReadBooks! Program, distributing book bags to families with children who are blind or visually impaired, ages birth to seven, across the U.S. and Canada.

**National Organization for Albinism and Hypopigmentation**  
$3,500  
To allow families who might not otherwise be able to attend to participate in NOAH’s biennial conference.

**New Eyes for the Needy, Inc**  
$6,000  
To support the 20/20 in 2020 program, which helps provide new prescription eyeglasses to low income children and adults in the United States and to help recycle glasses for the those overseas.

**Newsreel, Inc**  
$3,750  
To help produce monthly newsletter monthly audio magazine that serves individuals who are blind or visually impaired nationwide.

**Northwest Association of Blind Athletes**  
$5,000  
To help fund sports outreach.

**OccuPaws Guide Dog Association**  
$5,000  
To provide clients with a “starter kit” for their new dog partner, and help pay for expenses related to Guide dog Mobility Instructor during Guide Dog Placements and follow-ups.

**1Touch Project**  
$5,000  
To help with costs of individuals who are blind/deafblind to attend the annual 1Touch conference, including travel and accommodation.

**Prevent Blindness**  
$5,000  
To help fund the National Center for Children’s Vision and Eye Health, promoting public awareness and education, performing in-person technical assistance and training, and providing partial scholarships for vision screening certification courses.

**Quorum Outreach & Research Foundation**  
$3,000  
To help underwrite the virtual EPIQ conference, designed to make computer science skills available to students who are blind or visually impaired in the US.

**ReSpectacle Inc.**  
$1,500  
To help offset costs of website redesign and help reach more clients through increased more donations.

**Seedlings Braille Books for Children**  
$10,000  
To help offset costs of website redesign and help reach more clients through increased more donations.

**Sight Savers America**  
$5,000  
To help support the Low Vision Program.

**Ski For Light**  
$5,000  
To help fund a virtual event, which will train sighted guides and bring together participants in a supportive and positive atmosphere.

**Southeastern Guide Dogs, Inc**  
$5,000  
To cover expenses for 1 VI veteran to attend 20-day Guide Dog Student Training Program and new Enhanced Client Support Program.

**Taping for the Blind - Sight into Sound**  
$2,000  
To provide funding for the Reading and Description Program.

**Usher Syndrome Coalition**  
$5,000  
To help expand and improve educational video series “USH Talks,” raising awareness and accelerating research for the most common genetic cause of combined deafness and blindness.

**United Mitochondrial Disease Foundation**  
$4,000  
To underwrite a portion of the annual 2020 LHON (Leber’s Hereditary Optic Neuropathy) Family Meeting, held virtually this year, and which covers faculty and speaker expenses, audio-visual equipment, and marketing/promotion of the event.

**US Association of Blind Athletes**  
$5,500  
To provide funding for athletes who are blind or visually impaired to compete in various events such as bowling, swimming, soccer, and goalball, among others.

**US Space & Rocket Center**  
$7,500  
To help defray expenses for students who are visually impaired to attend Space Camp, including travel, room and board, as well as necessary technology.

**Vision of Children Foundation**  
$5,000  
To help cover production costs for a short video - “Vision Hero Video” that spotlights a young person who has overcome vision-related challenges.
Collegiate Chapter and Alumnae Group Gifts
Directed to Service for Sight Organizations

Chapters and groups may direct a portion of their gifts to the Delta Gamma Foundation to a local 501(c)(3) organization that shares our Service for Sight mission. The following is a list of organizations receiving grants made possible by collegiate chapters, alumnae groups and house corporations for fiscal year 2019-2020. Delta Gamma Schools for Children with Visual Impairments are marked with the apple icon.

**Aggie Guide Dogs & Service Dogs**
Eta Gamma-Texas A&M

**Akron Blind Center**
Eta-Akron

**Alabama Institute for the Deaf and Blind**
Beta Psi-Alabama

**American Blind Bowling Association**
Pittsburgh South Hills alumnae chapter

**American Printing House for the Blind**
Northern Virginia alumnae chapter

**Anchor Center for Blind Children**
Boulder alumnae chapter
Northern Colorado alumnae chapter
Denver alumnae chapter

**Association for the Blind and Visually Impaired**
Rochester New York alumnae chapter

**Audio Reader**
Beta Kappa-Kansas

**Blind and Vision Rehabilitation Services of Pittsburgh**
Pittsburgh South Hills alumnae chapter

**Blind Children’s Center (BCC)**
Alpha Nu-USC
Alpha Sigma-UCLA
South Bay alumnae chapter

**Blind Children’s Learning Center**
North Orange County alumnae chapter
South Orange County alumnae chapter
Newport-South Coast alumnae chapter
Zeta Iota-Chapman

**Blind Community Center**
Epsilon Sigma-San Diego State

**Bluegrass Council for the Blind**
Delta Beta-Kentucky

**Braille Institute of San Diego**
Epsilon Iota-UC San Diego

**Brandon Burlsworth Foundation**
Alpha Omega-Arkansas

**Camp Abilities**
Rochester New York alumnae chapter

**Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh**
Pittsburgh South Hills alumnae chapter

**Center for the Visually Impaired**
Atlanta alumnae chapter

**Center of Vision Enhancement (COVE)**
Eta Rho-UC Merced

**Chicago Lighthouse North**
Chicago North Shore alumnae chapter

**Children’s Center for the Visually Impaired (CCVI)**
Mu-Missouri
Greater Kansas City alumnae chapter

**Cincinnati Association for the Blind and Visually Impaired**
Cincinnati alumnae chapter
Zeta Sigma-Northern Kentucky

**Cleveland Sight Center**
Cleveland West Shore alumnae chapter
Theta Beta-Case

**Clovernook Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired**
Cincinnati alumnae chapter

**Club Vibes**
Gamma Alpha-Tennessee

**Canadian National Institute for the Blind (CNIB)**
Beta Beta-Alberta

**Dean Mcgee Eye Institute**
Alpha Iota-Oklahoma

**Delta Gamma Center for Children with Visual Impairments**
St. Louis Area alumnae chapter
Iota-Illinois
Mu-Missouri

**Eastover Elementary School**
Charlotte Area alumnae chapter

**Edith Bishel Center for the Blind and Sight Impaired**
Pasco-Kennewick-Richland alumnae chapter

**Ensight Skills Center**
Northern Colorado alumnae chapter

**Evansville Association for the Blind**
Evansville alumnae chapter

**Eversight Michigan**
Xi-Michigan

**Fearless Hope**
Dallas North Cities alumnae chapter

**Florida School for the Deaf and Blind**
Ponte Verda Beaches alumnae chapter

**Foundation Fighting Blindness**
Atlanta alumnae chapter
Charlotte Area alumnae chapter
Cincinnati alumnae chapter
Northern Virginia alumnae chapter
Pittsburgh South Hills alumnae chapter

**Foundation for Blind Children (FBC)**
Alpha Pi-Arizona
Gamma Phi-Arizona State
Phoenix alumnae chapter
Tucson alumnae chapter

**Gallant Hearts Guide Dog Center**
Alpha Psi-Mississippi

**Georgia Blind Sports Association**
Atlanta alumnae chapter

**Glauccoma Research Foundation**
Diablo Valley alumnae chapter

**Goodwill Industries of the Valleys**
Roanoke Valley alumnae chapter

**Guide Dog Foundation for the Blind**
Omicron-Adelphi

**Guide Dogs for the Blind**
Alpha Sigma-UCLA
Epsilon Sigma-San Diego State
Gamma Lambda-Cal State, Fresno
Gamma Phi-Arizona State
Northern Nevada alumnae chapter
San Francisco alumnae chapter

**Guide Dogs of America**
Eta Alpha-Nebraska

**Guide Dogs of Texas**
Beta Eta-Texas
Dallas alumnae chapter

**Edith Bishel Center for the Blind and Sight Impaired**
Pasco-Kennewick-Richland alumnae chapter
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guiding Eyes for the Blind</th>
<th>Penrickton Center for Blind Children</th>
<th>Wayfinder Family Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland West Shore alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Detroit North Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Diablo Valley alumnae chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hadley Institute for the Blind and Visually Impaired</strong></td>
<td><strong>Philip J. Rock Center and School</strong></td>
<td><strong>Western Pennsylvania Blind Outdoor Leisure Development (BOLD)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago North Shore alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Chicago West Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Pittsburgh South Hills alumnae chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heather's Camp</strong></td>
<td><strong>Prevent Blindness Georgia</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Upsilon-Wichita State</td>
<td>Atlanta alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idaho School of the Deaf and Blind</strong></td>
<td><strong>Saint Francis Service Dogs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nu-Idaho</td>
<td>Roanoke Valley alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indiana Blind Childrens Foundation</strong></td>
<td><strong>School Association for Special Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Tau-Butler</td>
<td>In Dupage County (SASED)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lagrange Area Department of Special Education (LADSE)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Second Sense</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago West Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Chicago West Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leader Dogs for the Blind</strong></td>
<td><strong>Seedlings Braille Books for Children</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Arbor alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Ann Arbor alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit North Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Chicago West Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit North Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Detroit North Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighthouse of Collier</strong></td>
<td><strong>South Carolina School for the Deaf and Blind</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Naples alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Zeta Upsilon-Furman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighthouse of Manasota</strong></td>
<td><strong>Southeastern Guide Dogs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarasota alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Greater Naples alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighthouse of Southwest Florida</strong></td>
<td>Sarasota alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft. Myers Area alumnae chapter</td>
<td><strong>Southern Arizona Association for the Visually Impaired</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meadows Museum</strong></td>
<td>Tucson alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas alumnae chapter</td>
<td><strong>Spectrios Institute for Low Vision</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metrolina Association for the Blind</strong></td>
<td>Chicago West Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Area alumnae chapter</td>
<td><strong>Sports Vision</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miami Lighthouse for the Blind and Visually Impaired</strong></td>
<td>Pittsburgh South Hills alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami alumnae chapter</td>
<td><strong>Sports Vision 20-20</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nebraska Commission for the Blind and Visually Impaired</strong></td>
<td>Eta Gamma-Texas A&amp;M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa-Nebraska</td>
<td><strong>Sun Sounds</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New View Oklahoma</strong></td>
<td>Tucson alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma City alumnae chapter</td>
<td><strong>Team River Runner</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa alumnae chapter</td>
<td>Maryland Suburban alumnae association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Central Sight Services</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tennessee School for the Blind</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon Beta-Bucknell</td>
<td>Epsilon Epsilon-Tennessee Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Dakota Vision Services and School for the Blind</strong></td>
<td><strong>Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Theta-North Dakota</td>
<td>Austin alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northwest Association for Blind Athletes</strong></td>
<td>Beta Eta-Texas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Upsilon-Oregon State</td>
<td><strong>The Seeing Eye Inc.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio State School for the Blind</strong></td>
<td>Gamma Xi-Texas Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus alumnae chapter</td>
<td><strong>Third Eye Insight</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oklahoma School for the Blind</strong></td>
<td>Omicron-Adelphi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eta Omicron-Arkansas, Fort Smith</td>
<td><strong>Valley Center for the Blind</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paws 4 A Cause</strong></td>
<td>Gamma Lambda-Cal State, Fresno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon Iota-UC San Diego</td>
<td><strong>Vision Care Program at East High School</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paws for the Cause</strong></td>
<td>Rochester New York alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson alumnae chapter</td>
<td><strong>Visually Impaired Advancement</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pediatric Retinal Research Foundation</strong></td>
<td>Buffalo alumnae chapter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit North Suburban alumnae chapter</td>
<td><strong>Visually Impaired Preschool (VIPS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pennsylvania School for Blind Children</strong></td>
<td>Delta Beta-Kentucky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Pennsylvania School for Blind Children</strong></td>
<td>Theta-Indiana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Pennsylvania School for Blind Children</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Pennsylvania Blind Outdoor Leisure Development (BOLD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Merit-Based Scholarship Recipients

Delta Gamma Foundation merit-based scholarships are awarded on a competitive basis to qualified, initiated members pursuing undergraduate degrees. Selection is based on scholastic excellence, participation and leadership roles in chapter, and campus and community activities. Awards go toward recipients' academic expenses for the 2020-2021 academic year.

**Beta-Washington**
Rowan Anderson
Taylor Chavez
Natalie Kauper
Jane Stanley
Helen Rupp Hatch Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

Halle Claypool
Mary Charlotte Lewis Blair Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: J. Michael Mahoney

Grace Goldman
Helen R. Watts Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of San Diego alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Kayla Lock
Tracee Gordon Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

Natalie Stender
Carly Henley Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Gamma-UC Berkeley**
Jasmine Hosseinipour
Claire Morris Barber Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Lauren Peterson
Gamma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

**Epsilon-Ohio State**
Caroline Karczewski
Tara Maragas Hill/Tally and Carole Maragas Scholarship
Sponsor: Tara Maragas Hill

Yana Tomassian
Daylene Hogue Wood Senior Scholarship
Sponsor: Daylene Hogue Wood

Syndney Williams
Epsilon House Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon House Corporation

**Zeta-Albion**
Zahra Ahmed
Patricia Pearson Peterson Scholarship
Sponsor: Patricia Pearson Peterson

**Hannah Gracin**
Zeta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Emily Merucci**
Mary Wolfe Raisler Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees/Friends of Mary Wolfe Raisler

**Eta-Akron**
Mia Buffalini
Patricia Pearson Peterson Scholarship
Sponsor: Patricia Pearson Peterson

Cameron Felix
Akron Alumnae Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Akron alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Alexis Malish
Shirley Ross Nixon Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Gary and Shirley Nixon

**Theta-Indiana**
Brooke Buchanan
Patricia Sleffel Reasner Scholarship
Sponsor: Patricia Sleffel Reasner

Shelby Burr
Phyllis Ann Toy Schmalz Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Kimberly Schmalz Ochsenschlager

Ailish Cornwell
Mary Luanne Morris Chamness Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Iota-Illinois**
Lily Geever
Iota Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Iota Chapter

**Molly Habegger**
Sharon Swigart Cook Scholarship
Sponsor: Sharon Swigart Cook

Kenadee Kline
Rosemary Kelley McMarvey Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Ann McMarvey McClelland

**Iota-Nebraska**
Mackenzie Leblanc
Anne Sowles Calhoun Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: David Calhoun

**Maddie Leblanc**
Pauline Jones Drew Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Gary Drew

**Lambda-Minnesota**
Claire Doty
Emma Frantzen
April Chung Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Lambda chapter of Delta Gamma

**Ella Frantzen**
Barbara Griswold Laederach Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Lambda House Corporation of Delta Gamma

Brittney Torguson
Susan Harr Stanek Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Lambda chapter of Delta Gamma

**Mu-Missouri**
Haedyn Kirkpatrick
Olivia Norcross
Debbie Seebold Evans Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Mu chapter of Delta Gamma

Karlin Peters
Mu House Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Mu house corporation of Delta Gamma

Katie Stricklen
Mu Chapter 105th Anniversary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Mu chapter of Delta Gamma

**Nu-Idaho**
Anna Fisk
Andrea Malone Premitt Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Nu chapter of Delta Gamma
Xi-Michigan  
Kerrigan McCabe  
Carol Herd Greenisen Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Joel Greenisen and Friends

Omicron-Adelphi  
Katrin Shimonov  
Omicron Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Omicron chapter of Delta Gamma

Pi-Montana  
Alexandra Barkus  
Janet Fowler Dargitz Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Janet Dargitz

Rho-Syracuse  
Grace Curran  
Rho Chapter Centennial Scholarship in Memory of Ruth Ross Sager  
Sponsor: Members of Rho chapter of Delta Gamma

Sigma-Northwestern  
Caroline Dooley  
Melissa Dei Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Lisa Tung and Spencer Glendon

Tau-Iowa  
Rebecca Kendeigh  
Kathryn Ann Kemp Ebert Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Chicago West Suburban alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Maren Williams  
Chicago West Suburban Alumnae Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Chicago West Suburban alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Phi-Colorado  
Tara Bhao  
Carlen Penfold Memorial Scholarship Fund  
Sponsor: Members of Phi chapter of Delta Gamma

Riley Jenkins  
Amanda MacDonald Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Phi chapter of Delta Gamma

Emma Spaulding  
Patricia Fosdick Thinger Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Patricia Fosdick Thinger

Omega-Wisconsin  
Catherine Capper  
Omega Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Omega chapter of Delta Gamma

Abigail Edgerly  
Megan Elizabeth Casey Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Omega chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Delta-Oregon  
Audrey Collins  
Alpha Delta Chapter Scholarship Sponsor: Members of Alpha Delta chapter of Delta Gamma

Mary Jane Erving  
Laurel Kathryn Steil Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Steil

Madison Moekli  
Delta Saabye Miller Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Beta Pi House Corporation of Delta Gamma

Kayla Nease  
Judy Fosdick Oliphant Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Hannah Seits  
Portland Suburban - Agnes Beach Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Portland Suburban alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Epsilon-Washington University  
Ashley Zhu  
Alpha Epsilon Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Epsilon chapter of Delta Gamma

Jessica Toncler  
Alpha Epsilon Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Epsilon chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Theta-North Dakota  
Kaylie Albertson  
Alpha Theta Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

Alexis Hall  
Dorothy Manion Farmer Memorial Scholarship Fund  
Sponsor: Estate of Dorothy Manion Farmer

Kate Sumner  
Fern Leona Holland Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Iota chapter of Delta Gamma and Friends

Alpha Iota-Oklahoma  
Heather Balliew  
Alpha Iota Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Iota chapter of Delta Gamma

Gabrielle Bittner  
Alpha Iota Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Iota chapter of Delta Gamma

Alexis Hall  
Dorothy Manion Farmer Memorial Scholarship Fund  
Sponsor: Estate of Dorothy Manion Farmer

Kate Sumner  
Fern Leona Holland Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Iota chapter of Delta Gamma and Friends

Alpha Kappa-Washburn  
Anna Parish  
Mary Mahin Moyer Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Mary Ann Hille

Janae Pauly  
Comora MacGregor Nash Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Education Foundation

Baylee Wolf  
Patricia Newton Swearingen Scholarship  
Sponsor: Dan & Patricia Newton Swearingen

Alpha Lambda-Drake  
Caitlin Clement  
Paula J. Ellwein and Sara and Nate Deno Scholarship  
Sponsor: Paula J. Ellwein and Sara and Nate Deno

Hannah Krier  
Alpha Lambda Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Lambda chapter of Delta Gamma

Amina Marquart  
Margaret “Peggy” Hennebry Schultz Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Chicago West Suburban alumnnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Nu-USC  
Daisy Davis  
Alpha Nu Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Nu chapter of Delta Gamma

Claudia Megan Eusey  
Alison Powell Sapikowski Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Pamela S. Powell

Alpha Xi-West Virginia  
Anne Murtha  
Betsy Inch Fouss and Maggie Hess Watkins Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Xi chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Omicron-Miami (Ohio)  
Meg Smith  
Leann Grimes Davidge Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Friends and Family of Leann Grimes Davidge

Alpha Pi-Arizona  
Sedona Czech  
Anne Bilderback Lininger Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Fran Bilderback

Karli Epstein  
Jean Mellors Henika Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Tucson alumnnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Samantha Sullivan  
Reagan Zimmermann  
Claire Daniels Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Pi chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Rho-Ohio Wesleyan  
Paige Hunter  
Iris Riley Rybolt Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Jane Rybolt Whitehead

Ashleigh Leonard  
Dayton Alumnae Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Dayton alumnnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Emily Sheridan  
Carmen Creamer Whitman Scholarship  
Sponsor: Carmen Creamer Whitman

Alpha Sigma-UCLA  
Tessa Azani  
Rachel Brown  
Taylor Brown  
Michaela Capps  
Devin Carver
Ireland Conti
Sabrina Dunbar
Emily Gardner
Cooper Geralds
Brooklynn Gigiotti
Maidson Hurst
Charlotte Isidore
Remi Lathrop
Katherine Oliveira
Maya Partha
Catarina Paul
Mayfair Rucker
Paulina Savage
Olivia Stokes
Madison Thantu
Abbey Willett

Alpha Sigma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Sigma chapter of Delta Gamma

Jada Howard
Alison Powell Sapikowski Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Pamela S. Powell

Kara Portier
Jeannine Frazier Nieman Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Jeannine Frazier Nieman and Linda Nieman Cato

Juliana Rodriguez
Patricia McCune Irvine Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Patricia McCune Irvine

Alpha Tau-Butler
Taylor Harmon
Nan Hunner Diehl Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Tau chapter of Delta Gamma

Allie Phillips
Carol Schuster Strom Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Nancy Lynn Rife

Alpha Upsilon-Southern Methodist
Erica Hoffman
Dallas North Cities Alumnae Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Dallas North Cities alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Catherine Moser
Jenna Wright
Alpha Upsilon House Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Upsilon house corporation of Delta Gamma

Catherine McNaghten
Joe Ann Guynes Honeycutt Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Robert G. Honeycutt

Jennifer Rudolph
Delta Gamma Foundation of Dallas Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation of Dallas

Brytni Staab
Ludi Mai Sensabaugh Goode Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Upsilon chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Chi-Penn State
Mary Kate Boccella
Jessica Stempowski
Dawn Zink Weiss Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Chi chapter of Delta Gamma

Megan Mackey
Alpha Chi Chapter Scholarship Sponsor:
Members of Alpha Chi chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Psi-Mississippi
Charlotte Armistead
Julia Corso
Mary Day
Sarah Deano
Sophie DeOliveira
Olivia Fox
Maison Hall
Victoria Jackson
Ela McIlvain
Morgan McNeely
Sophia Meruvia
Miranda Nolan
Amanda Oleksa
Claire Pearson
Emily Pickich
Katherine Polizzi
Erica Reid
Marin Selig
Jacie Unland

Alpha Psi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Psi chapter of Delta Gamma

Megan Dillard
Mary Susan Gallien Clinton Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Kay de Mange Allen

Kiley Jacob
Rose Leonard Paris Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Rose Leonard and Henry Paris

Olivia Maurer
Martha Wymore
Madisyn Zambory
Alexandra George Lenchinsky Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Anonymous

Avery Shaw
Dorothy West Farwell Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Psi chapter of Delta Gamma

Mary-Wyatt Pettigrew
Raegan Barnhart Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Alpha Psi chapter of Delta Gamma

Alpha Omega-Arkansas
Hannah Babin
Madge Keller Caplis Collegiate Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Friends and Family of Madge Caplis

Emmy Humphrey
V. Anne Hart Allen Scholarship
Sponsor: Anne Hart Allen

Beta Beta-Alberta
Marina Kirillovich
Delta Gamma Award Recipients Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Beta Gamma-Utah
Ana Jovanovic-Hacon
Marilyn Monroe Fordham Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Family and Friends of Marilyn Monroe Fordham

Margot Langue
Beta Gamma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Beta Delta-Colorado College
Shaian Gutierrez
Miriam Day Wicks Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Pi chapter of Delta Gamma

Grace Spratley
Mary Anne Mosby Schaap Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Pi chapter of Delta Gamma

Beta Epsilon-American
Wallis Turley
Beta Epsilon House Corporation Millennium Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Epsilon house corporation of Delta Gamma

Beta Zeta-Denison
Rusiana Kharevska
Beta Zeta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

Siobhan Mitchell
Barbara Snyder Thornton Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Marjorie Snyder Stapleton

Beta Eta-Texas
Lindsay Creasman
Hailey Fanucchi
Virginia Scharfenberg
Beta Eta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Eta chapter of Delta Gamma

Allison Lane
Kristen Crawford Hund Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Eta chapter of Delta Gamma

Viviana Perry
Joan Fitzgerald Curry Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Joan and Keys Curry Foundation

Myrah Sheriff
Jean Wendel Goldsmith Scholarship
Sponsor: Bill Goldsmith

Beta Theta-Duke
Lavonne Hoang
Fabiana Pena Medina
Julia Anne Hamill Hoeper Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Barbara Anne Donovan

Greta Joos
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

Juliette Mangini
Lillian Harvard Watson Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

Hope Springate
Margaret Starnes Atkins Memorial Scholarship
Bet Iota-Purdue
Margaret Bigelow
Jean “Gilly” Gilbert Kraybill Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Lucy Burcham
Dr. Natalie Lowey Delcamp Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Kathryn Dillon
Elisabeth “Peaches” Ford Siebert Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Rachel Gitter
Janet Borgeson Henning Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Albert Henning

Gabrielle Hamilton
Ann Ford McClynn Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Meg Kinslow
Laurie Petrucce Roselle Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Laurie Petrucce Roselle and Friends

Anna Liebermann
Mary Henderson Bement Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Elizabeth Turnbull
Lola C. Reinsch Scholarship
Sponsor: Lola C. Reinsch

Haley Wilson
Edward Siebert Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Beta Kappa-Kansas
Cecilia Engelbrecht
Virginia Gard Mastio Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Ann Mastio Bauer

Emma Gustafson
Eleanor Anne Coshow Smith Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Jennifer Smith Ratliff

Payton Markley
Happy Hannah Scholarship
Sponsor: Mary Morozzo Hatfield

Madison May
1999 Beta Kappa Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Kappa chapter of Delta Gamma

Lauren Ross
Elizabeth Beach Norris Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Kappa House Corporation of Delta Gamma

Leah Wachs
Love In The Bonds Scholarship
Sponsor: Mary Morozzo Hatfield

Beta Lambda-Gettysburg
Laura Winters
Beta Lambda Chapter and House Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Lambda chapter and house corporation of Delta Gamma

Beta Mu-Bowling Green
Nikolette LaSalla
Dr. Elizabeth Boyer Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Dr. Elizabeth Boyer Trust

Emma Lacefield
Linda Neubeck Oman Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Linda Neubeck Oman

Beta Nu-Carnegie Mellon
Melina Driscoll
Rho Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Rho chapter of Delta Gamma

Emma Franklin
Binky Patts Sargent Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Nu chapter of Delta Gamma

Beta Xi-Michigan State
Ellen Brooks
Stephanie Hope Ellis Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Xi chapter of Delta Gamma

Meredith Friend
Adison Howart
Beta Xi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Xi chapter of Delta Gamma

Beta Sigma-Maryland
Sarah Chesonis
Jane Richmond Lynn Scholarship
Sponsor: Jane Richmond Lynn

Madeleine Larson
Krysa Brzoska Novotny Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Sigma House Corporation of Delta Gamma

Sara Neild
Gladys E. Loeb Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Gladys E. Loeb Foundation

Beta Upsilon-Oregon State
Anna Lammers
Mary Ann Lammers Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Upsilon chapter of Delta Gamma

Sara Robinson
Gina M. Zalunardo Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Upsilon chapter of Delta Gamma

Beta Chi-Denver
Katie MacAdam
Beta Chi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Chi chapter of Delta Gamma

Kirby Motsinger
Sure Anchor Scholarship Fund Honoring Beta Chi Chapter
Sponsor: David Hancock

Lauren Sanchez
Eleanor Wagner Cary Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Friends of Eleanor Wagner Cary

Bet Psi-Alabama
Mary Kathryn Alexander
Alivia Bergman
Catherine Clayton
Reece Dawson
Delaney Eber
Erin Gentek
Camille Lago
Delaney Lynn
Sierra Lynn
Kennedy McBroom
Cassie Minnie
Grace Muncy
Caroline Wozniak
Beta Psi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Psi chapter of Delta Gamma

Sydney Melder
Betty Jennings Moon Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Jim and Betty Jennings Moon

Talia Tomson
Susan Eddy Kinney Scholarship
Sponsor: Susan Eddy Kinney

Beta Omega-Washington State
Kara Ejan
Helen Rupp Hatch Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

Emma Mason
Beta Omega Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Omega chapter of Delta Gamma

Gamma Alpha-Tennessee
Taylor Boyer
Perry Dodson
Isabella Fahrenholz
Haleigh Isanhart
Bill D. Musson Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Karen Musson

Kailee Buttice
Marie Franzen
Gamma Alpha Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Alpha chapter of Delta Gamma

Gamma Beta-Tulsa
Rachel Clanton
Gamma Beta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

Lydia Jeong
Carol Vinopal Anderson Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Friends and Family of Carol Vinopal Anderson

Gamma Epsilon-Kent State
Abby McDonagh
Mary Jo Bunnelle Potts Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Robert Potts

Madison Snodgrass
Gam Gamma Epsilon Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Epsilon chapter of Delta Gamma
**Gamma Zeta-Louisiana State**  
**Caroline Bonin**  
Jill Elizabeth Roshto Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Suzanne Fournet Sexton Honorary Scholarship**  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Madison Hasenkampf**  
Lillian Newton Landrum Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Katie Jones**  
Dorothy West Farwell Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Mary Grace Beck**  
Kathleen Forte Cooper Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Rachel Kitchen**  
Emily Burris Hester Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Emily Wood**  
Martha Cheely Brown Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Friends of Martha Cheely Brown

**Gamma Eta-San Jose State**  
**Noelle Gilles**  
Kristina Pandula Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Eta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Alexia Lopez**  
Martha Ann Reed Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Stephanie Reed Doda

**Gamma Theta-Florida**  
**Rebecca Daniel**  
Nannie J. Little Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Julie Sollberger

**Abigail Kail**  
Kathryn Chicone Ustler Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Kay Chicone Ustler

**Leah Locascio**  
Isabella Montoya  
Gamma Theta House Corporation Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Theta house corporation of Delta Gamma

**Kendall Phillips**  
Virginia L. Martin Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

**Andrea Riccobono**  
Elizabeth Gayle Vaughan Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Anna Wanzenberg**  
Gamma Theta Chapter Scholarship Sponsor: Members of Gamma Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Gamma Iota-DePauw**  
**Sophie Berman**  
Sage Sherfick  
Abigail Walker  
Noel Zak  
Suzanne Anderson Hoover HOUSING Scholarship  
Sponsor: Suzanne Anderson Hoover

**Calista Goldwasser**  
Gamma Iota Chapter Scholarship Sponsor: Members of Gamma Iota chapter of Delta Gamma

**Amrhe Nuq**  
Gamma Iota Chapter Scholarship 2 Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

**Lauren LaMore**  
The Pratt Family Scholarship  
Sponsor: Susan Pratt, BING Pratt, Kara Smith, & Lisa Pratt

**Kiley Shaw**  
Founders Scholarship in memory of Carol Boardman Hittle  
Sponsor: Linda Whitaker Young

**Laura Spasske**  
Suzanne Harman Scofield Scholarship  
Sponsor: Suzanne Harman Scofield

**Gamma Kappa-UC Santa Barbara**  
**Lily Hopwood**  
Doris Sonnie Flint Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Sisters and Friends of Doris Sonnie Flint

**Karsten Kolbe**  
Doris Sonnie Flint Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Kappa chapter of Delta Gamma

**Gamma Lambda-Cal State, Fresno**  
**Brooke Chau**  
Gamma Lambda Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Lambda chapter of Delta Gamma

**Gamma Mu-Florida State**  
**Melek Kochan**  
Gamma Mu Chapter 50th Anniversary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Mu chapter of Delta Gamma

**Gamma Nu-North Texas**  
**Amanda Juarez**  
Russell and Joan Thompson Pendleton Scholarship for Gamma Nu  
Sponsor: Russell and Joan Thompson Pendleton

**Gamma Xi-Texas Tech**  
**Rachel Witmer**  
Gamma Xi Chapter Scholarship honoring Alethea Smith Harrington, Bunky Wilson Shackelford and Meredith Kay Nesbit  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Xi chapter of Delta Gamma

**Gamma Pi-Roanoke**  
**Sophie Donohue**  
Carol Jones Nunnally Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Carol Jones Nunnally and William B. Nunnally, Jr.

**Ava McCartin**  
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship  
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Laura Sklar**  
Kathy Toyoda Scholarship  
Sponsor: Kathy Toyoda

**Gamma Sigma-Houston**  
**Clara Garcica Faur**  
Samantha Theige  
Gamma Sigma Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Sigma chapter of Delta Gamma

**Gamma Tau-Texas Christian**  
**Olivia Chambers**  
Kendall Gray  
Violet Loo  
Suzanne Harman Scofield Scholarship  
Sponsor: Suzanne Harman Scofield

**Maizy Sutherland**  
Kathryn Partridge Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Upsilon Chapter

**Gamma Upsilon-Wichita State**  
**Elizabeth Guymon**  
Kay Peer LaGree Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Curtis LaGree

**Alyssa Stsoney**  
Lauri Schultz Curran Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Phi chapter of Delta Gamma

**Gamma Chi-Cal State, Long Beach**  
**Alexandra Geltman**  
Angelina Lauro  
Jacqueline Moscini Songstad Honorary Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Gamma Chi chapter of Delta Gamma

**Lexie Jorgenson**  
Long Beach Alumnae Chapter Scholarship  
Sponsor: Members of Long Beach alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

**Kendel Karal**  
Janet Staley Calhoon-Koning Scholarship  
Sponsor: Janet Staley Calhoon-Koning

**Delta Beta-Kentucky**  
**Emily Hulette**  
Phyllis Wright Kirkland Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Friends of Phyllis Wright Kirkland

**Amanda Jones**  
Phyllis Wright Kirkland Memorial Scholarship  
Sponsor: Delta Beta House Corporation
Elizabeth Williams
Mary Frances Pack Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

Delta Eta-Cal State, Sacramento
Jannice Castro
Kimi Ohara
Hali Rainaud-Hinds
Delta Eta Chapter/House Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Eta chapter of Delta Gamma

Emily Gonzales
Nicole Vasta Field Scholarship
Sponsor: Field Family Foundation

Maranda Wirth
Delta Eta 50th Anniversary Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Eta chapter of Delta Gamma

Delta Iota-Georgia
Alison Adams
Rebecca Harrison Baker Scholarship
Sponsor: Rebecca Harrison Baker and Gerald Lee Baker

Francesca Dellasala
Atlanta Alumnae Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Atlanta alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Kayla Johnson
Katherine Sue McManis Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. McManis

Chloe Wise
Barbara Homola Kilburn Scholarship
Sponsor: Barbara Homola Kilburn

Delta Kappa-South Florida
Madison Mullins
Beta Psi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Psi chapter of Delta Gamma

Michelle Pavlik
Rachel Alistair Futterman Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Kappa chapter of Delta Gamma and Friends

Caroline Tomaselli
Betty Plaggemier Guthrie Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Betty and Edward A. Guthrie Jr.

Reesa Zafert
Laurie Watson Kight Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Kappa chapter of Delta Gamma

Delta Lambda-Mississippi State
Julie King
Eleanor Smith Slaughter Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Lambda chapter of Delta Gamma

Rachel Russell
Delta Lambda Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Lambda chapter of Delta Gamma

Delta Nu-Northern Illinois
Melissa Hart
Stephany Papadakis Memorial Scholarship

Delta Pi-Southern Mississippi
Donna Hinrichs
Delta Pi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Pi chapter of Delta Gamma

Maddie Pendergrast
Jenny Sue Durrett Ashley Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Pi chapter of Delta Gamma

Joyceylynn Smith
Patricia Pearson Peterson Scholarship
Sponsor: Patricia Pearson Peterson

Delta Rho-Virginia Tech
Marta Perez Vidal-Ribas
Alice Distler Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Paul Distler

Delta Sigma-Auburn
Olivia Baljet
Pittsburgh Alumnae Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Pittsburgh alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Abbie Barron
Beta Tau Chapter Scholarship Honoring Melissa Charlene Schramm
Sponsor: Members of Beta Tau chapter of Delta Gamma

Makenzie Dungey
Avery Smith
Nannine J. Little Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Julie Sollberger

Emily Jenkins
Virginia L. Martin Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Lauren Kenyon
Atlanta Alumnae Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Atlanta alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Michelle Waples
Theta Chapter of Delta Gamma Collegiate Leadership Award honoring Patricia Peterson Danielson recognizing Hannah Cohen
Sponsor: Members of Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

Delta Phi-UC Irvine
Madeleine Gam
Delta Phi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Phi chapter of Delta Gamma

Delta Chi-UC Davis
Emma Phillips
Christine Erikson Moore Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Chi chapter of Delta Gamma

Greta West
Jenna Nicole Dair and Lisa Hendryx Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Delta Chi chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Beta-Bucknell
Elizabeth Darrell
Suz Lindsay Stiles Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

Meghan Shah
Epsilon Beta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Gamma-Virginia
Olivia Burke
Peggy Marchant Rutland Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Nancy Rutland

Camille Duffy
Epsilon Gamma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Cameron Jackson
Epsilon Gamma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Lindsey Manning
Elizabeth Bell Searcy Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Delta-Washington and Jefferson
Emilee Jackson
Epsilon Delta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Delta chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Gamma-Tennessee Tech
Sydney Bouldin
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

Epsilon Zeta-Loyola Marymount
Margaret Driscoll
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

Cassandra Esparza
Epsilon Zeta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma
Epsilon Iota-UC San Diego
Shayna Frink
Epsilon Iota Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Iota chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Theta-Tampa
Jessica Abate
Epsilon Theta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

Alicia Afonso
Epsilon Theta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

Olivia Salkind
Epsilon Theta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Theta chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Nu-James Madison
Sarah Colyer
Epsilon Nu Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Nu chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Sigma-San Diego State
Emily Akers
Epsilon Sigma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Sigma chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Phi-Loyola
Jenna Kaufman
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

Miranda Lassiter
Epsilon Phi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Epsilon Phi chapter of Delta Gamma

Epsilon Psi-Rutgers
Libby Helfant
Rho Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Rho chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Alpha-Villanova
Colleen Cirrotti
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

Victoria Mabry
Jenna Marshiano
Zeta Alpha Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Alpha chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Gamma-Richmond
Haley Gibbons
Zeta Gamma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Hannah Gibbons
Zeta Gamma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Eta-Chapman
Anne Berg
Orange County Alumnae Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Newport-South Coast, North Orange County, and South Orange County alumnae chapters of Delta Gamma

Samantha Kurtz
Mary Morse
Zeta Iota Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Iota chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Lambda-UC Riverside
Angela Marcel-Gavin
Fran Bilderback Scholarship
Sponsor: Fran Bilderback

Zeta Xi-UAB
Makenzie Coggins
Anchor Trader Scholarship Fund
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation Board of Trustees

Destiny Jones
Patricia Pearson Peterson Scholarship
Sponsor: Patricia Pearson Peterson

Megan Nguyen
The Jennings-Moon Scholarship
Sponsor: Betty Jennings Moon

Anna Parker
Beta Psi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Psi chapter of Delta Gamma

Karanl Shelley
Virginia L. Martin Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Zeta Epsilon-Santa Clara
Samantha Aspin
Janet Staley Calhoon-Koning Scholarship
Sponsor: Janet Staley Calhoon-Koning

Gabriella Navarro
Barbara Gerow Broyles Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Epsilon chapter of Delta Gamma

Mikayla Rosaia
Zeta Epsilon Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Epsilon chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Zeta-Boston
Isabella O’Shea
Alexandra Ross
Michelle Sylvest
Zeta Zeta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Delta-Texas State
Charlotte Vally
Zeta Eta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Eta chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Delta-Columbia
Maryam Hyder
New York City Alumnae Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of New York City alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Iota-Chapman
Samantha Kurtz
Mary Morse
Zeta Iota Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Iota chapter of Delta Gamma

Zeta Upsilon-Furman
Helena Aarts
Zeta Upsilon House Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Zeta Upsilon house corporation of Delta Gamma

Lindsey Cottle
Barbara Black Brinkman Scholarship
Sponsor: Barbara Black Brinkman and Friends

Nicole Weyer
Virginia L. Martin Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Foundation, Board of Trustees

Zeta Chi-Delaware
Margaux Deputy
Grace Simonson
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

Zeta Chi-Salisbury
Megan Lipo
Kassidee Taylor-Larkin Boyce Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Susan Meyer Kornegay

Eta Alpha-Pepperdine
Megan Villaverde
Eta Alpha Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Alpha chapter of Delta Gamma

Eta Gamma-Texas A&M
Marissa Phillips
Eta Gamma Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Madison Wofford
Caroline Killian Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Gamma chapter of Delta Gamma

Eta Delta-Pepperdine
Megan Villaverde
Eta Delta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Delta chapter of Delta Gamma

Eta Delta-North Florida
Sydnee Batzlaiff
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

Caterina Calabretta
Molly Montgomery
Eta Delta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Delta chapter of Delta Gamma

Eta Delta-Chicago
Aasha Dave
Morgan Buerkett Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Delta chapter of Delta Gamma
Delta Gamma

**Marie Parra**
Eta Zeta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Zeta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Bethany Regnerus**
Chicago West Suburban Alumnae Chapter Scholarship for Illinois DG Chapters’ Collegians
Sponsor: Members of Chicago West Suburban alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Eta-Spring Hill**
Cecilia Dupepe
Sue Bacon Shivers Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Eta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Theta-St. Louis**
Clarissa Emanuel
St. Louis Area Alumnae Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of St Louis Area Alumnae Chapter of Delta Gamma

**Kristina Orthober**
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Alison Strauss**
Carol Hilbert Welsch Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Carol and George “Butch” Welsch

**Eta Iota-Nevada, Reno**
Katelyn Messersmith
Jacob Matthew Zarcone Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Iota chapter of Delta Gamma

**Ryley Svendsen**
Pamela Armpriest Anunsen Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Pi chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Kappa-North Carolina State**
Olivia Lannom
Beta Rho Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Rho chapter of Delta Gamma

**Theta Beta-Case**
Alara Sutcu
Theta Beta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Theta Beta chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Lambda-New Mexico State**
Ansley Battle
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Perrie Whalen**
New Mexico-El Paso alumnae chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of New Mexico-El Paso alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Mu-Lake Forest**
Delaney Trail
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Eta Xi-Texas, Tyler**
Emily Alves
Madison Pike
Favour Thomas
Eta Xi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Xi chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Omicron-Arkansas, Fort Smith**
Anna Grace Chapen
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Ona Clark**
Eta Omicron Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Omicron chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Pi-DePaul**
Meg Jones
Eta Pi Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Pi chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Rho-UC Merced**
Sonya Nawabi
Kathy Stowell Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Rho chapter of Delta Gamma

**Eta Sigma-Charleston**
Sarah Decedue
Barbara Bartlett Probst Honorary Scholarship
Sponsor: Friends of Barbara Bartlett Probst

**Eta Tau-Christopher Newport**
Allyson Brown
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Eta Upsilon-Drexel**
Lauren Bulka
Melanie Kovacs
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Erum Hamid**
Carole Bekke Soper Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Jay Soper

**Eta Phi- NYU**
Varshini Kumar
Alex York
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Eta Chi-Georgia College**
Lauren Cumming
Atlanta Alumnae Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Atlanta alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

**Natalie Miller**
The Jennings-Moon Scholarship Sponsor:
Betty Jennings Moon

**Eta Omega-Portland State**
Megan Ball
Jean Shepherd Hunsaker Memorial Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Beta Pi House Corporation of Delta Gamma

**Ann Wachana**
Eta Omega Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Eta Omega

**Theta Alpha-Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo**
Rachel Farris
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Eta Gamma-UNC Wilmington**
Kaylee Market
Rachel Sharda
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Theta Delta-Brown**
Eve Glenn
Catherine McClennahan
Whitney Yu
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation

**Theta Zeta-Florida Gulf Coast**
Amelie Kiessling
Theta Zeta Chapter Scholarship
Sponsor: Members of Greater Naples alumnae chapter of Delta Gamma

**Riley Morgan**
Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation Scholarship
Sponsor: Delta Gamma Fraternity Management Corporation
# Merit-Based Graduate Fellowship Recipients

Delta Gamma Foundation graduate fellowships are awarded on a competitive basis to qualified initiated members pursuing graduate/professional degrees. Selection is based on scholastic excellence, contributions to chosen field, past and current Delta Gamma activities and leadership, and campus and community involvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Fellowship</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Artzer, Alpha Kappa</td>
<td>Washburn</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Botelho, Gamma Chi</td>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>Foundation Memorial Fellowship in Memory of Barbara Black</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Brackett, Eta Sigma</td>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>Dorothy Berkey White Memorial Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Brennan, Rho</td>
<td>Syracuse</td>
<td>Rho Chapter Centennial Fellowship</td>
<td>Members of Rho chapter of Delta Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Brown, Delta Pi</td>
<td>Southern Misissippi</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amarachi Ekekwe, Epsilon Beta</td>
<td>Bucknell</td>
<td>Rho Chapter Centennial Fellowship</td>
<td>Members of Rho chapter of Delta Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laini English, Eta Kappa</td>
<td>NC State</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Fitzgerald, Eta Iota</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
<td>Elizabeth Link Elliott Memorial Fellowship</td>
<td>Stephen and Linda Elliott, and Susan Funkhouser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Friason, Beta Pi</td>
<td>Willamette</td>
<td>Carol Herd Greenisen Women in Science Memorial Fellowship</td>
<td>Carol Herd Greenisen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joey Garret, Eta Delta</td>
<td>North Florida</td>
<td>Mary Wolfe Raisler Memorial Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alandra Kruszewski, Beta Beta</td>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollie Mansfield, Alpha Psi</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Eleanor Smith Slaughter Memorial Fellowship</td>
<td>Members of Delta Lambda chapter of Delta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Hannah McGraw, Beta Sigma</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Morales, Gamma Nu</td>
<td>North Texas</td>
<td>Catherine Stuart Schmoker Principled Leadership Award</td>
<td>Dr. Karen Comer Matthews, and Susan Funkhouser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malena Price, Beta Theta</td>
<td>Duke</td>
<td>Anchor Trader Fellowship</td>
<td>Anchor Trader Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Pulley, Zeta Epsilon</td>
<td>Santa Clara</td>
<td>Jonna T. Robinson Memorial Fellowship</td>
<td>Members of Zeta Epsilon Chapter of Delta Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena Santo, Eta Nu</td>
<td>Hofstra</td>
<td>Barbara Black Brinkman Memorial Fellowship</td>
<td>The Family of Barbara Black Brinkman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Skywark, Gamma Pi</td>
<td>Roanoke</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Urquhart, Beta-Washington</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>June Day Anderson Honorary Fellowship</td>
<td>Members of Beta chapter of Delta Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Vienne Finch, Epsilon</td>
<td>Loyola</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation Fellowship</td>
<td>Delta Gamma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Willerford, Beta-Washington</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pamela Zimmer Pinney Honorary Fellowship</td>
<td>Members of Beta chapter of Delta Gamma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>